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ESSAYS ON HUMAN HEALTH AND ECONOMICS OF DISEASES

Abstract
by Boris Houenou, Ph.D.
Washington State University
May 2019
Co-Chairs: Thomas L. Marsh and Bidisha Mandal

This dissertation is an essay on investments in human health, disease control and impacts
of disease shocks on economy. In the first chapter, we revisit the causal relationship
between parental income and children’s diseases symptoms, examining the attenuating role
of child nutrition and household sanitation. We employ panel data from the population
morbidity surveillance and socio-economic survey in Asembo, Kenya. We specify linear
and nonlinear models, correct for sample selection and endogeneity of parental income
with children' diseases symptoms and perform a mediation analysis. Lower-income
children have a higher number of reported symptoms, and child nutrition and household
sanitation attenuate the causal relationship between parental income and children's health
in a context where communicable diseases make a substantial share of diseases burden.
The second chapter proposes a Bayesian approach to systematically estimate the
economic impacts of diseases shocks. The approach is illustrated with the US meat
industry shocked by Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE), Rift Valley Fever (RVF),
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and Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI). Farm supply shock harms the most the
industry. BSE has the most significant adverse aggregate effects on the beef sector and the
industry. Farmers are the most affected for BSE and RVF while for HPAI wholesalers
incur the most substantial impact. Consumers are mostly worst off under the scenario
analysis, but the distribution differs per affected commodities. Their welfare change under
the sensitivity analysis depends on the affected sector. We find that a non-informative prior
is a proxy to a medium outbreak while categorizing shocks based on their distributional
moments provides detailed outcomes and improves estimation of impacts.
The third chapter endogenizes Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) incidence on economy
allowing a two-way interaction between the economy and the disease dynamics to study
health investment, disease control and learning associated with it. We show that the change
in the steady state of economic variables is non-linear and can be non-monotonic. Disease
control, and health capital investment increase with a decreasing discount rate as does the
output share of disease, although non-monotonically. While the disease-free steady state is
parameter-free, a parameter-dependent steady state emerges from the endemic problem.
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CHAPTER 1: THE INCOME GRADIENT ON CHILDREN’S HEALTH:
OBSERVATIONAL EVIDENCE FROM DISEASE SYMPTOMS
IN RURAL KENYA
1. Introduction
The phenomenon that relatively wealthier people have better health and longevity is often
attributed to the income gradient, a defining causal relationship between income and health.
Empirical evidence indicates that the income gradient on health becomes more pronounced as
children grow older and that children from lower income households arrive at the doorstep of
adulthood with lower health status and lower educational attainment (Case et al., 2002). This
health disparity is particularly relevant because poor health in childhood is thought to be an
essential mechanism and pathway for intergenerational transmission of education and economic
status (Currie et al., 2007). Indeed, Case et al., (2002) present evidence that income gradient
observed in adults' health have antecedents in childhood and suggest that part of the
intergenerational transmission of socioeconomic status may work through the impact of parents'
long-run average income on children's health.
In the economics literature, two hypotheses set the theme to explain the income gradient
on children’s health. First, parental income protection against health adversities can separate low
and higher-income groups, such that greater likelihood of health shocks during childhood in lowincome households could translate into an increased magnitude of the income gradient at early
adulthood. Second, the rate of health shocks might be higher for children in low-income
households compared to their wealthier counterparts. Here, it is plausible that successive
degradation of health conditions has a debilitating cumulative effect at a later age for lower-
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income individuals. The first hypothesis examines the role of parental inputs into children’s
health production function (Currie and Stabile, 2003; Case et al., 2002; Curie et al., 2007;
Fletcher and Wolf, 2012). Higher income parents can afford more expensive treatments
following a health shock, are more likely to partake in preventative behaviors (e.g., better
sanitation measures) to avoid adverse health outcomes, are more likely to invest in nutrition, and
are more efficient in using health inputs because of their education level and greater awareness
(Fernald et al., 2012). The second hypothesis examines how neighborhood or environmental
factors could affect children’s health, as parents with higher income live in areas which are
conducive to better healthcare access (Crimmin et al., 2002; Heck and Parker, 2002). This is
especially pertinent in the context of developing countries. Access to healthcare, use of
preventative care, and the prevalence of communicable diseases are geographically uneven and
can contribute to disparate health outcomes. For instance, water-borne diseases are more frequent
and intense in poorer neighborhoods than in affluent areas (Rodrigues et al., 2015).
Previous studies find that, while income gradient may persist in children's health,
different mechanisms such as parental education, parents' health, and overall healthcare
utilization could alleviate the income gradient on children's health and reduce health disparities.
Case et al., (2002) employed a sample including children aged 0-17 years old from the US
National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) to show that parental education reduces by half the
magnitude of the gradient. In a UK cohort study using the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents
and Children (ALSPAC), Propper et al., (2007) find that accounting for maternal mental health
eliminates the gradient. Healthcare utilization also explains the gradient when financial access is
not a constraint, as found by Allin and Stabile (2012) in a study that draws on the Canadian
National Longitudinal Survey of Children and Youth.
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In developed countries, empirical evidence also indicates that the gradient can increase
as children grow (Case et al., 2002 with data from the US; Currie and Stabile, 2003; Allin and
Stabile, 2012 with data from Canada) or drop around adulthood (Chen et al., 2006 with the US
data; Currie et al., 2007 with UK data). However, the pattern of the gradient is dependent on the
data, context, and econometric specification (Case et al., 2006).
In low- and middle-income countries, household support for child's learning and mother's
education (Thomas et al., 1991; Desai and Alva, 1998; Fernald et al., 2012; Bredenkemp, 2009)
and mother's participation in the labor force (Mugo, 2013) affect the relationship between
income and children's anthropometric development. These studies point to the 1) information
processing capabilities that education enhances in mothers that could benefit their children's
health, 2) the income effect of a working mother in their children's health production function
and, 3) the effect of mother's education on the nutritional status of the children. In a metaanalysis covering health inequities within low- and middle-income countries, Barros et al. (2010)
found that children from low-income households are more vulnerable to pathogen exposure
following an illness due to low resilience and lower preventive health coverage and, therefore,
have higher mortality and undernourishment rates.
Understanding the mediating mechanisms jointly influencing the association between
income and health relationship can inform concomitant public policies or interventions intended
to improve healthcare (Fichera and Savage, 2015). A primary contribution of the current study is
to use new and unique panel data from a developing country (Kenya) to investigate the role of
parental income gradient on children's communicable diseases symptoms in a rural population
while controlling for other plausible mechanisms and pathways. We first look for evidence of an
income gradient, its pattern as children get older, and the mediating effects of other mechanisms.
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The mediating effects include parental education, parental occupation, parental social status, and
child nutrition. We next examine how neighborhood related factors, such as water source and
household sanitation influence the relationship between parental income and children's health. In
all, we expect the findings from this study to be policy-relevant in addressing disease burden
among rural Kenyan households as well as furthering the literature in understanding the income
gradient on children’s health in rural populations.
2. Methods
2.1. Study Design and Data
2.1.1. Ethical Review
Written informed consent was obtained for data collection at the households. For minors, written
informed consent was obtained from their parent or guardian. The protocol and consent forms
were reviewed and approved by the Ethical Review Boards of the Kenya Medical Research
Institute (KEMRI) and the Institutional Review Board of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC).
2.1.2. Surveillance Sites
The Kenyan International Emerging Infections Program of KEMRI/CDC has conducted
population-based infectious disease surveillance (PBIDS) since late 2005 in Asembo, a rural
location in Nyanza province in western Kenya along Lake Victoria (Feikin et al., 2011). A
socioeconomic survey and animal population-based syndromic surveillance (PBASS) have been
conducted on the same population since 2013 (Thumbi et al., 2015).
2.1.3. Household Surveillance
PBIDS household surveillance methods have been described in Feikin et al. (2010). Briefly, all
households in both surveillance sites are offered enrollment. Eligible households are those
4

located within 5 km from the designated referral clinics for the project in Asembo. Community
interviewers visit enrolled households every two weeks (‘‘fortnightly’’ visits). Participants are
asked standardized questions, in the local language, about recent illnesses. For certain key
symptoms— cough, fever, and diarrhea—the exact days of occurrence are recorded (see
Supplementary Table SM 1.1 for case definition as reported by Feikin et al., 2011). If not at
home or unable to answer questions, a proxy who is knowledgeable about the participant's health
is interviewed. For children, unable to answer for themselves, the mother or another primary
caretaker of the child is interviewed. Older children (approximately over 12 years old) and adults
responded to the interviews themselves.
The socioeconomic survey data are collected quarterly, which include demographic and
economic information of each household, food consumption, nutrition, and sanitation. The
PBASS dataset has information about livestock diseases and inventory. Merging the PBIDS,
socioeconomic survey and PBASS datasets results in a total of 7,700 observations from six
different communities from 2013 to 2015.
2.2. Outcomes
The primary focus of this study is to examine children's diseases symptoms and parental income
in Kenyan rural households. The income gradient is defined as the marginal change in health
status due to an incremental change in income (Case et al., 2002). However, the health-income
relationship is potentially sensitive to other variables and mechanisms. Thus, we quantify how
the marginal change in health is impacted by other mediating variables as well. Variable
definitions are provided in supplementary Table SM 1.2. Summary statistics of variables are
reported in supplementary Table SM 1.3.
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Surveyed households realized revenue streams from different sources that constitute
parental income, including revenue from agricultural production and off-farm occupations.
Sample households earned about $35 per quarter (sd $136.97), on average, from on-farm
agricultural activities. Total household income averaged at about $138 per quarter (sd $268.25),
which is consistent with average household income in the region (Kenya National Bureau of
Statistics, 2007).
Children’s health is measured using the total number of symptoms (gastric symptoms,
yellow eyes, fever, respiratory illness) reported per quarter. On average, three health symptoms
are reported per quarter (sd 3.25). Fever was the most common with nearly one incident of fever
reported per child per quarter (sd 1.01). We provide in supplementary material, the description
of parental income, children's diseases symptoms and the instrumental variables.
2.3. Econometric Framework
The general approach is to use mediation analysis to understand the impact of intervening factors
on the income gradient (Mackinnon, 2008) and instrumental variable estimation to account for
bias (Fichera and Savage, 2015). Econometric details are reported in supplementary material.
2.3.1. Model
Let !"# be the reported diseases symptoms per child per quarter and Income be the observed
parental income. The multivariate regression relationship between parental income and the
children’s aggregate disease symptoms is:
!"# = %& + %( )*+,-./# + 12"# + 34/# + 5" + 6"# ,

(1)

where 1 and 3 are vectors of unknown parameters. Here, 278 are demographics controls of the
children (e.g., age and gender) as well as macro-nutrients and energy intake and t is the time
subscript. Parental demographics and other parental mediating factors are included in the matrix
6

498 . The residual term is decomposed into 5" , which is the child heterogeneous unobserved
fixed effects, and, 6"# is the child time-varying idiosyncratic effect. Subscripts + and : stand for
child and parent, respectively.
Generally speaking, the micro-econometric indirect effect mediation analysis rests on the
difference between two coefficients and proceeds in three steps:
•

step 1: regress sum of children’s reported diseases symptoms on parental income and
other controls (see equation (1)) to obtain baseline estimates.

•

step 2: regress parental income on potential mediator variables to identify underlying
mechanisms.

•

step 3: add each statistically significant mediator variable in equation (1) and repeat step
1. The effect of the mediator variable is interpreted when there is a change in the
coefficient %( upon including a mediator in the estimating equation (1).
We report results from regression models across different age groups 0-2, 3-6, 7-11 and

12-14 years old. The age groups 0-2, 3-6, 7-11 and 12-14 serve the purpose of observing agespecific pattern of the gradient and to make this study comparable to related literature (Case et
al., 2002; Currie and Stabile, 2003; Chen et al., 2006; Fletcher and Wolf, 2012; Propper et al.,
2007; Fernald et al., 2012). Moreover, the cut-offs are selected to ensure at least 300
observations within each subgroup. The sample is restricted to include children younger than 15
years because in western Kenya many children often start working around the age of 14 years.
Results from linear least squares regression and nonlinear Poisson regressions with and without
instrumental variables are estimated and reported. Details of identification, estimation, and other
empirical questions are discussed in the supplementary material.
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3. Results
Table 1.1 reports the baseline effects, while Table 1.2 includes the impacts of sequential addition
of mediating variables related to the protective role of parental income against the likelihood and
rate of shocks to the child's health. Table 1.3 summarizes how the mediating variables impact the
income gradient on child's health. Supplementary Tables SM1.2 and SM1.3 provide variable
names and definitions, as well as descriptive statistics.
3.1. Evidence of Income Gradient on Children’s Health
Table 1.1 reports the baseline marginal effect of parental income on children's aggregated
number of symptoms. The specification tests are reported in supplementary Tables SM1.4 and
SM1.5. The results of the selection correction (first and second stages) are reported in
supplementary Tables SM1.6 and SM1.7. Supplementary material reports the instrumental
variables (IV) baseline model estimates (Table SM1.8), control function approach estimates
(Table SM1.9), the impacts of sequentially adding mediating variables with IV estimation using
only non-negative parental income (Table SM1.10) and other robustness checks (Table SM1.11,
SM1.12, and SM1.13).
Coefficients plot of the income gradient is presented in figure 1.1. The relationship
between parental income and reported number of disease symptoms is not statistically different
from zero for age groups 0-2 and 7-11. There is a negative statistically significant relationship
between the total number of disease symptoms and parental income across age groups 3-6 and
12-14. In these age groups, as parental income increases, the number of children's diseases
symptoms decreases. The findings are most similar to those reported by Case et al., (2002) from
the US data NHIS for 3-6 and 12-14 years-old age groups with the notable exception that there is
no evidence of widening gradient across children's age groups. At the 1 (5) percent significance
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level, a $10 increase in the parental income reduces the average number of symptoms in children
by 0.01 (0.02) in the age groups 3-6 (12-14). In other words, a $10 increase in parental income
reduces by 1% (2%) the number of aggregate children’s diseases symptoms in the age group 3-6
(12-14) years old. The results are similar to what Fichera and Savage (2015) have estimated in
Tanzania.
These findings provide empirical evidence to support a relationhip between parental
income and children's health for selected groups, which are consistent with some of previous
studies (Case et al., 2002; Currie and Stabile, 2003; Chen et al., 2006; Fletcher and Wolf, 2012;
Propper et al., 2007; Fernald et al., 2012). Next, we apply mediation analysis to examine
attenuation of the income gradient on health as additional variables are added to the regression
model.
3.2. Parental Education
Parental education is reported to be one of the primary characteristics of a household that may
directly mitigate the income gradient (Kitagawa and Hauser, 1973; Case et al., 2002). We
sequentially add to the baseline model several parental education variables, including mother's
education, father's education, and both parents' education levels. As reported in Tables 1.2 and
1.3, at 5 percent significance level, high school or higher education among fathers reduces the
parental income gradient on children reported symptoms by less than 1 percent in the age group
3-6 years. In the model where both parents' education variables are included, the father's
education is not statistically significant, and there is no reduction effect on the relationship
between the children's health status and the parental income.
3.3. Parental Salaried Occupation
If a mother has a salaried occupation, the parental income gradient on children's health is reduced
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by 3.07 percent in the age group 3-6 years (Tables 1.2 and 1.3). The reduction effect is
statistically significant at the 1 percent significance level. If a father has a salaried occupation,
the relationship between income and the reported disease symptoms is offset by less than 1
percent in the age group 3-6 years old. This result is significant at the 1 percent level.
Furthermore, when both parents are salary-employed, the total reduction effect adds up to
4.71 percent in 3-6 years old children. In all, having a mother or father with a salaried occupation
decreases children's disease symptoms occurrence. The total effect on the relationship between
parental income and children disease symptoms results is an apparent attenuation of the gradient.
3.4. Parental Social Status
Mother’s membership in a “group of elders” reduces the income gradient by less than 1 percent
in the age group 3-6 years (Tables 1.2 and 1.3). The "group of elders" includes people who hold
leadership roles within the village council such as the chief of the village, the assistant to the
chief of the village, the members of the council and the village reporter. The effect is statistically
significant at the 5 percent level. Having a father that belongs to a group of elders has no
reduction effect on the income gradient.
3.5. Child Food and Nutrition
Next, we examine the mediating role of nutrition in explaining the parental income gradient on
children’s reported disease symptoms (Tables 1.2 and 1.3). We sequentially investigate whether
calorie intake and macronutrients (carbohydrates, protein, fat individually or combined) attenuate
the income gradient. Protein intake is not statistically associated with any reduction effect across
the age groups. Fat, carbohydrates, and calories intake are all significant mediators in explaining
the relationship between parental income and children's health. At the 1 percent significance
level, fat intake is associated with 0.11 percent absorption of the gradient in the 3-6 years. At the
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5 percent significance level, carbohydrates intake is associated with 13.02 percent absorption of
the gradient in the 12-14 years.
Total daily calories intake reduces the impact of parental income on health by 4.27
percent among 3-6 and 12-14 years-old children, and the result is significant at a 95 percent
confidence level. At the 1 percent significance level, the reduction effect of fat and carbohydrates
intake is estimated at 8.32 percent among 3-6 years-old children. Among 12-14 years old, at the
5 percent significance level, the two macro-nutrients combined effect is estimated at 11.83
percent.
3.6. Household Sanitation
To examine sanitation, we sequentially and then jointly include access to a toilet (latrine) and tap
water in the baseline model (Tables 1.2 and 1.3). Having access to a latrine has about 18 percent
reduction effect on the expected number of diseases symptoms in children. Having access to tap
water absorbs about 13.61percent of the parental income gradient on the expected number of
diseases symptoms in the children aged 12-14 years old. The reduction effects are statistically
significant at 5 percent in that group but remain marginal or not statistically significant in the
other age groups.
4. Discussion
We find compelling evidence of the income gradient in the age groups 3-6 to 12-14 years. The
robustness check with IV estimation confirms the results qualitatively, but the coefficients are
quantitatively larger. The parental income effect on children's symptoms is statistically
insignificant in age groups 0-2 and 7-11 years. In the area of study, pre-natal, natal, and postnatal healthcare interventions are ongoing on children in the age group 0-2 years old while a
deworming program targets the 7-11 years old. Since 2009, Kenyan government has been
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implementing a free deworming program targeting primary school children (Kenya Ministry of
Education, Science and Technology and Ministry of Health, 2015). Almost 100 percent of the
children in the age group 7-11 years old in the sample are primary school students, and it is
estimated that more than 84 percent of them received treatment from the government's
deworming program during the time covered in the sample. The sample used in the current study
resides in an area of highest helminth infection rates in Kenya (Miguel and Kremer, 2004) due to
proximity to Lake Victoria and poor access to latrines.
We also examine other household characteristics and mechanisms. Education lowers the
magnitude of parental income’s effect on children’s health, but the attenuation is less than what
is reported in developed countries. The reduction effect is also lower than estimates reported in
Senegal, Peru, and India where a wealth index is used as a parental income, and child
development measures (length-for-age Z-scores and extended ages and stages questionnaire Zscores) are used instead of diseases symptoms (Fernald et al., 2012). Parental education affects
parental income positively, thereby offsetting health outcomes discrepancies between children
due to income level. The PIBDS intervention and other programs on the local population,
especially on mothers, may explain the small estimated impact of parental education on the
causal relationship between parental income and children’s disease symptoms.
Parental salaried occupation is negatively associated with a number of diseases symptoms
in children, and lowers the magnitude of parental income’s effect on children’s health. A salaried
occupation can have two likely effects on health production. First, having a mother or father with
a salaried occupation might translate into a higher or less uncertain income level. Such a
privilege (income effect) could translate into health expenditures at the time of health shock,
resulting in fewer diseases over time. Second, if parents, especially mothers, are salaried, the
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time opportunity cost (substitution effect of salary occupation) can be detrimental to the healthpromoting activities of children such as preventive health visits, breastfeeding, cooking healthy
meals and collection of clean water time, (Baird et al., 2011; Propper et al., 2007) thus resulting
in a decreased health condition. The relative importance of the two effects will determine the
direction of the mediation role of parental occupation on the gradient.
The parental social status effect is marginal in attenuating the parental income gradient
on children's diseases symptoms. Some studies, (Adler et al., 1994; Gallo and Matthews, 2003;
Wilkinson, 2000) explain the gradient by the effect of social hierarchy on income, education, and
wealth. Social status could create pathways to higher income for privileged people, therefore
allowing them to afford health expenditures in a moment of health shock. Additionally,
privileged social groups compared to underprivileged have higher healthcare utilization (Borell
et al., 2001; Parmar et al., 2014; Ataguba et al., 2015). Although the financial access barrier is
reduced in the study setting because of subsidized healthcare access, convenience, frequency,
and quality of received healthcare could favor the children whose parents belong to a higher
social status class.
Child nutrition, especially calories, fat, and carbohydrates intake mitigate the relationship
between parental income, and the children’s reported disease symptoms. Nutrition is a typical
input in the health production function that can be affected both by the income and the time
invested in health production activities. The capacity curve theory explains that low-income
individual may have low calories consumption today, resulting in low earnings in the future (Ray
and Streufert, 1993). Consequently, if more calories are absorbed, then the income gradient
reduces. Furthermore, one of the possible time investments in health production activities is
cooking or feeding the children. So, as the cooking time increases, we can expect more care in
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feeding children, which might favor the food's nutritional composition and child nutrition.
Regarding the capacity curve theory, once the energy needs are met, food expenditures in
protein or other groups of nutrients might increase. In the sample, the average energy intake or
other macro-nutrients rich in energy (fat and carb) is relatively below the recommended (US
DHHS and DGAC, 2005). That is a plausible justification to the fact that protein role in the
reduction is not statistically different from zero. Moreover, poor, or insufficient nutritional intake
is the leading cause of weak immune system in the age groups in the sample (Caulfield et al.,
2004; Katona and Katona-Apte, 2008). The fact that the reported symptoms are related to
communicable diseases can explain the reduction effect of child nutrition on the income gradient.
Household sanitation and water source have an attenuating effect on the relationship
between parental income and children's diseases symptoms. It seems that water source effect
dominates the toilet ownership effect. One plausible explanation is that the two effects are
confounded. Sanitation may be an input of the health or a cause of the health depreciation (Prüss
et al., 2002; Wolf et al., 2014). These authors report, among many, some communicable diseases
which symptoms we employ in this study. Diseases with a hygienic and pathogenic origins
account for a large share of children' health measure in the study. Gastric disorder, yellow eyes
(potentially related to yellow fever), respiratory illness may all have a pathogenic origin that may
ascend to water or toilet hygiene. Whether it is through income effect or neighborhood
hypothesis, being able to live in a hygienic area and having access to decent toilet and water
sources are protective of children's health.
Overall, the estimated reduction effects are low to moderate, and none of the examined
mediators explain 100 percent of the gradient. Nutrition and sanitation have some of the most
substantial reduction effects among the tested mediators. While, education, primary occupation,
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and nutrition effects can be categorized as related to the health-protective role of higher parental
socio-economic status, parental social status and sanitation effect could fit in the neighborhood
effect hypothesis.
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Figure 1.1: Coefficient Plots of the Gradient of Parental Income on Children’s Symptoms Counts
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Table 1.1: Baseline Analysis: Average Partial Effects of Parental Income on Children’s Diseases Symptoms
Dependent Variable: Aggregate
Number of Symptoms of Health
Degradation Events
OLS
Pooled OLS

Fixed Effects
Random Effects
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Correlated Random Effects
Observations
Number of Clusters

Children’s Age Groups (Years)
0-2
-0.000101
[0.00271]
-0.000272
[0.000654]
0.000374
[0.000640]
0.000259
[0.000622]
0.000316
[0.000619]
369
114

3-6
Linear Regression
-0.00178***
[0.000595]
-0.000847**
[0.000343]
Poisson Panel Regression
-0.000919***
[0.000347]
-0.000913***
[0.000320]
-0.000929***
[0.000326]
732
182

7-11

12-14

-0.000213
[0.000404]
-0.000179
[0.000352]

-0.00207***
[0.000777]

0.000222
[0.000501]
4.77e-05
[0.000394]
0.000111
[0.000424]
378
150

-0.00145**
[0.000666]
-0.00169**
[0.000708]

582
170

Robust standard errors are in brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Controls: Age of the child, the age of the parents, whether the child has a sibling, the gender of the child and time dummies for OLS, Pooled OLS, Fixed Effects, and Random
Effects estimators
Controls: Age of the child, the age of the parents, whether the child has a sibling, the gender of the child and time dummies, the mean of Age of the child, mean of the ages of the
parents and parental income for Correlated Random Effects estimators. The number of clusters holds for all the models except the pooled OLS

Table 1.2: Mediation Analysis- Mediators Effect on the Relationship Between Parental Income and Children’s Diseases Symptoms
Dependent Variable: Aggregate
Number of Symptoms of Health
Degradation Events

Parental Income
Fat (g/day/child)

Parental Income
Carb (g/day/child)
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Parental Income
Fat (g/day/child)
Carb (g/day/child)

Parental Income
Mother’s Education

Parental Income

0-2

3-6

Child Fat Intake Effect
-0.000912***
[0.000321]
5.77e-05
[0.000357]
Child Carb Intake Effect
0.000574
-0.000842***
[0.000675]
[0.000305]
-0.000456*
-0.000466***
[0.000236]
[0.000127]
0.000478
[0.000674]
-0.00331
[0.00321]

Fat and Carb Intake Effect
0.000574
-0.000837***
[0.000678]
[0.000304]
0.000111
0.000217
[0.00394]
[0.000244]
-0.000462
-0.000475***
[0.000288]
[0.000129]
Mother’ s Education Effect
0.000404
-0.000917***
[0.000638]
[0.000320]
-0.177
0.214
[0.152]
[0.170]
Father’ s Education Effect
0.000374
-0.000913***
[0.000643]
[0.000321]

7-11

12-14

4.20e-05
[0.000385]
0.000485***
[0.000109]

-0.00148**
[0.000673]
0.00120***
[0.000295]

6.16e-05
[0.000419]
-0.000198
[0.000579]

-0.00147**
[0.000671]
0.000346
[0.000532]

6.77e-05
[0.000421]
0.000546***
[0.000136]
-0.000371
[0.000592]

-0.00149**
[0.000679]
0.00117***
[0.000333]
0.000154
[0.000558]

3.47e-05
[0.000403]
0.233
[0.161]

-0.00142**
[0.000674]
0.128
[0.243]

5.09e-05
[0.000392]

-0.00145**
[0.000674]

Dependent Variable: Aggregate
Number of Symptoms of Health
Degradation Events
Father’s Education

Parental Income
Father’s education
Mother’s education

Parental Income
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Mother’s Primary Occupation

Parental Income
Father’s Primary Occupation

Parental Income
Mother’s Primary Occupation
Father’s Primary Occupation

Parental Income

0-2

3-6

0.0550
-0.00950
[0.194]
[0.150]
Both Parents Education Effect
0.000410
-0.000920***
[0.000642]
[0.000319]
0.111
-0.0578
[0.207]
[0.146]
-0.197
0.233
[0.162]
[0.168]
Mother’s Primary Occupation Effect
0.000387
-0.000885***
[0.000634]
[0.000310]
0.656**
0.637**
[0.304]
[0.321]
Father’s Primary Occupation Effect
0.000382
-0.000908***
[0.000642]
[0.000331]
-0.179
-0.176
[0.374]
[0.160]
Both Parents Occupation Effects
0.000419
-0.000870***
[0.000637]
[0.000327]
0.889***
0.778**
[0.326]
[0.333]
-0.562**
-0.326*
[0.262]
[0.175]
Mother’s Social Status Effect
0.000359
-0.000918***
[0.000641]
[0.000320]

7-11

12-14

-0.0681
[0.159]

-0.0171
[0.198]

3.77e-05
[0.000399]
-0.163
[0.161]
0.322*
[0.181]

-0.00142**
[0.000679]
-0.0557
[0.179]
0.146
[0.226]

4.58e-05
[0.000393]
0.120
[0.304]

-0.00139**
[0.000645]
0.420
[0.377]

4.76e-05
[0.000394]
0.00186
[0.215]

-0.00147**
[0.000669]
0.240
[0.238]

4.60e-05
[0.000392]
0.128
[0.310]
-0.0230
[0.218]

-0.00141**
[0.000647]
0.373
[0.426]
0.121
[0.302]

3.69e-05
[0.000398]

-0.00152**
[0.000693]

Dependent Variable: Aggregate
Number of Symptoms of Health
Degradation Events
Mother’s Social Status

Parental Income
Father’s Social Status

Parental Income
Mother’s social status
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Father’s Social Status

Parental Income
Latrine

Parental Income
Water Source

Parental Income
Latrine
Water source

0-2

3-6

0.579***
0.178
[0.0855]
[0.196]
Father’s Social Status Effect
0.000371
-0.000913***
[0.000639]
[0.000320]
0.135
0.0109
[0.213]
[0.145]
Both Parents Social Status Effect
0.000360
-0.000915***
[0.000641]
[0.000319]
0.466**
0.241
[0.232]
[0.265]
0.115
-0.108
[0.225]
[0.230]
Decent Toilet Effect
0.000374
-0.000915***
[0.000640]
[0.000320]
-18.52***
[1.011]
Water Source Effect
0.000347
-0.000920***
[0.000643]
[0.000325]
-0.0537
-0.0190
[0.105]
[0.0691]
Sanitation Effect
0.000347
-0.000922***
[0.000643]
[0.000325]
-17.49***
[1.011]
-0.0537
-0.0205

7-11

12-14

0.130
[0.373]

0.442
[0.428]

2.74e-05
[0.000402]
0.179
[0.293]

-0.00144**
[0.000671]
-0.0745
[0.381]

2.64e-05
[0.000402]
0.0286
[0.389]
0.166
[0.289]

-0.00153**
[0.000707]
1.020**
[0.401]
-0.750**
[0.377]

5.17e-05
[0.000394]
-16.83***
[1.004]

-0.00145**
[0.000672]
1.352***
[0.0650]

7.17e-05
[0.000392]
0.234
[0.188]

-0.00146**
[0.000659]
-0.0609
[0.140]

7.25e-05
[0.000392]
-16.67***
[1.014]
0.200

-0.00146**
[0.000666]
1.335***
[0.108]
-0.0312

Dependent Variable: Aggregate
Number of Symptoms of Health
Degradation Events

Observations
Number of Clusters

0-2

3-6

7-11

12-14

[0.105]
325
85

[0.0688]
732
182

[0.189]
378
150

[0.144]
502
117

Robust standard errors in brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Control Variables: Age of the child, the age of the parents, whether the child has a sibling, the gender of the child and time dummies.
Fixed effects estimator for age groups 0-2 and 12-14 years old. Random effects estimator for all the other age groups as indicated by the Hausman test p-values.
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Table 1.3: Mediators Reduction Effect (in Percent) on the Relationship Between Parental Income and Children’s Diseases Symptoms
Mediation Variables

Children Age groups (Years)
3-6

Child Calories Intake Reduction Effect
Child Fat Intake Reduction Effect

A marginal or statistically insignificant reduction
-0.11%

Child Carb Intake Reduction Effect
Child Fat and Carb Intake Reduction
Effect

A marginal or statistically insignificant reduction
-8.32%
A marginal or statistically insignificant reduction
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Mother’ s Education Reduction Effect
Father’ s Education Reduction Effect

A marginal or statistically insignificant reduction

Both Parents Education Reduction Effect

A marginal or statistically insignificant reduction

Mother’s Primary Occupation Reduction
Effect
Father’s Primary Occupation Reduction
Effect
Both Parents Occupation Reduction
Effects
Mother’s Social Status Reduction Effect

-3.07%

A marginal or statistically insignificant reduction

Father’s Social Status Reduction Effect

A marginal or statistically insignificant reduction

Both Parents Social Status Reduction
Effect
Latrine Reduction Effect

A marginal or statistically insignificant reduction

Water Source Reduction Effect
Sanitation Reduction Effect

A marginal or statistically insignificant reduction
A marginal or statistically insignificant reduction

-0.55%
-4.71 %

A marginal or statistically insignificant reduction

12-14
-4.27%
A marginal or statistically insignificant
reduction
-13.02%
-11.83%
A marginal or statistically insignificant
reduction
A marginal or statistically insignificant
reduction
A marginal or statistically insignificant
reduction
A marginal or statistically insignificant
reduction
A marginal or statistically insignificant
reduction
A marginal or statistically insignificant
reduction
A marginal or statistically insignificant
reduction
A marginal or statistically insignificant
reduction
A marginal or statistically insignificant
reduction
A marginal or statistically insignificant
reduction
-13.61 %
-13.61 %

Note: All the reported percentage changes in the coefficient of the relationship between parental income and child's health. The changes are calculated as the percentage
of the change of coefficient in the baseline model (Random Effects) and the mediation analysis where the mediator is included in the baseline. The change in the coefficient is
reported as a percent and is attributed to the inclusion of the mediator. The changes are calculated only for statistically significant coefficients.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

SM 1.1. Description of Parental Income and Children’s Diseases Symptoms
The parental income measure draws on the agricultural household model theory (Singh et al.,
1986). The theory rests on the premise that households make simultaneous decisions about
production and consumption. The income constraint upon which the household makes
optimization is composed of the farm profit and the full-time value (home time value and off-farm
labor earnings). The parental income measure in this paper is farm income. We suspect a potential
misreport of off-farm earnings. Therefore, we use farm income, as a proxy to parental income,
calculated as the cash sales value of crops and livestock net of the cash production costs.
Agriculture is the primary activity of 98 percent of parents in the sample. We have information
about cropping area, agricultural cycle, the average seasonal price of each agricultural good, the
quantities and value of sales, as well as crop loss value, and could calculate on-farm income with
relative accuracy.
The parental income, as calculated, corrects for heterogeneity in the owned land, labor
supply, and market opportunities. However, it does not account for ability, education, and exposure
to extension services. The parental income, as measured, could also be negative depending on
when the survey is administrated to the household. For instance, if the survey occurs during a
sowing period, the household has borne input costs and awaits harvest. Thus, a computed parental
income is likely to be negative for that period.
Nevertheless, we consider such a situation as a missing data problem that might not be
random. Therefore, we correct for sample selection into non-negative parental income. We use a
two-stage estimation process (Heckman, 1979), where the first stage estimates the likelihood of a
non-negative parental income and the second the gradient of parental income on children's health.
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The children’s health measure is the aggregate counts of primary communicable diseases
symptoms in the study area. Figures SM1.1 and SM1.2 present children’s health aggregate events
distribution per age group, and the scatter plots using LOWESS (Locally Weighted Scatterplot
Smoothing) show the non-parametric relationship between parental income and children’s
reported symptoms. Figure SM1.3 presents the cumulative distribution per age group of the single
symptoms included in the children’s health measure. In general, the age group 3-6 years old report
more health events than other groups studied, either as aggregate counts or single health event.
More than 30 percent of the children in the age group 7-11 years old and almost 40 percent of the
children in the age group 12-14 years old groups have no symptom per quarter while only 20
percent of the children in the age group 3-6 years are healthy over the same period. Respiratory
illness, fever, gastric disorders, and pneumonia symptoms are the health events for which the age
group differential is remarkable. Yellow eyes and difficult breathing symptoms’ distributions are
not different per age group. The reported symptoms per age group are consistent with the fact that
the age group 0-5 years1 old is the most vulnerable for most of the communicable diseases we
include in this study.
Symptoms of diseases used to construct the children’s health measure account for the
highest diseases burden in the area. We contrast, as shown in Figure SM1.4, that particularity of
the study area with other studies by plotting the Disability-Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) of the
primary diseases for several geographic and income contexts (The Institute for Health Metrics and

1

Diarrhea and pneumonia are first and second leading causes of morbidity and mortality in this
age category in sub-Saharan Africa (UNICEF and WHO, 2009). Although the confirmatory etiology of the
symptoms is not the concern of paper, the health measure in this study includes gastric disorders, pneumonia
and respiratory illness symptoms that are likely associated with diarrhea and pneumonia. Even though the
age group 3-6 years old is by a year at the upper bound higher than five years old, it is mostly a subset of
the age category 0-5 years old.
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Evaluation, 2015). This comparison highlights the distinction between a low-income context and
other studies in high-income countries where non-communicable diseases were prominent. The
health measure we employ also differs from other studies in developing countries that often used
anthropometric and nutrition-related health condition measures. For instance, Fernald et al., (2012)
used a Z-score of length-for-age and early child development related measures. In the study area,
respiratory illness, diarrhea, and digestive diseases as well as malaria, instead of malnutrition or
stunting, account for the most significant share of the disease burden (Feikin et al., 2011).
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SM 1.2. Description of the Instrumental Variables
Although the sample includes only children that are not old enough to work, we cannot wholly
discard such situation. A change in parental income could be correlated to error terms of the
children's diseases symptoms. For instance, a parent with unhealthy children could supply less
farm labor and subsequently makes less farm income, ceteris paribus. Endogeneity could rise
because of such a simultaneity between parental income and children's health but also because of
a measurement error in the parental income. We instrument the parental income with rainfall and
livestock shocks. We use the Global Summary of the Month (GSM) data of the National Oceanic
Atmospheric Agency (NOAA) that contains a global monthly summary of meteorological
measures. We subset the information collected at the station of Kitale, in Western Kenya
covering January 2013 to December 2015. The data set contains information consistently about
the precipitation (monthly rainfall and extreme precipitation in inches, numbers of days of
precipitation less than 0.01 inch and less than 1 inch), and the temperature in Fahrenheit
(maximum, minimum and average). The total monthly precipitation is the cumulative rainfall
recorded in inches while the extreme precipitation captures the highest daily total of precipitation
in a month. Monthly maximum temperature measures the average of daily maximum
temperature while the minimum temperature represents the average of daily minimum
temperature. The average monthly temperature is computed by averaging out the two previous
metrics.
Another instrument is a categorical variable that takes value 1 if the household
experiences loss of animal (stolen or dead) and 0 otherwise. That variable captures the livestock
shock to parental income. Loss of cattle (bovine, sheep, goats) poultry, and work animals (such
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as donkeys) is used. Detailed information on the livestock inventory in the study area is available
in the PBASS (Thumbi et al., 2015).
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SM 1.3. Estimation, Identification Strategies, and other Empirical Questions
Consistently estimating the parameters of the econometric model involves dealing with the
unobserved heterogeneity between children, sample selection, endogeneity of parental income
with the children’s diseases symptoms, and potential heteroscedasticity.
Regarding the unobserved heterogeneity between the children's health status, we rely on
the panel structure of the data to correct for that. This strategy rests on the demeaning (fixed effects
estimator) and quasi-demeaning (random effects estimator). If the strict exogeneity assumption on
the idiosyncratic errors fails, the pooled regression estimates are inconsistent and biased
(Wooldridge, 2010). Therefore, we use the random effects (RE) and fixed effects (FE) estimators.
The RE estimator has the strong assumption of uncorrelated explanatory variables with
heterogeneous effects. Using Hausman tests (see Table SM1.4), we fail to reject the premise that
the unobserved effect is uncorrelated with the explanatory variables. The RE estimator allows us
to use time-invariant explanatory variables for the mediating analysis later on. We also report the
estimates of the correlated random effects developed by Mundlak (1978) that allows the inclusion
of time-invariant explanatory variables while maintaining the assumption of correlation between
heterogeneous effects and explanatory variables.
For the sample selection correction, consider a categorical latent variable ! related to the
parental income such that:
! = 1 %& '()*+,(- %+./0* ≥ 0
! = 0 %& '()*+,(- %+./0* < 0
We perform the first stage regression to get the selection hazard rate into non-negative parental
income as:
! = 45 + 78 9: + 7; <= + >?= + @=

(2)
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Where > is the coefficient vector of excluded variables ?= (vector composed of owned land,
cropped land, and crop loss value as variables) from the structural equation that is not correlated
with the children's diseases symptoms but could explain the selection into non-negative parental
income; @=A is the error term; 9: is the vector of children's controls, and <= is the parent’s
control variables. The predicted probability of a parent having a non-negative income is used to
generate the selection hazard rate included in main estimating equation (1) at the second stage. A
statistically significant inverse Mills ratio indicates that the errors process of the sample selection
is correlated to the unobservable error of the children's disease symptoms.
If the unobserved factors were only time-invariant, the panel analysis will also correct for
the endogeneity. However, because we cannot ascertain that premise, we correct for the
endogeneity using IV estimation and control function approach. In the linear regression, we use
the fixed effects two-stage least squares (FE2SLS), random effects IV (REIV) and 2SLS
estimators. In the non-linear specification, we use the control function approach. The control
function approach has the advantage of correcting for heterogeneity, endogeneity and omitted
variable bias (Wooldridge, 2010). Therefore, even with time-varying unobserved factors, we could
still obtain a consistent estimate of the causal relationship between parental income and children's
diseases symptoms. FE2SLS and the REIV rest on equation (3) below but differ by the assumption
regarding the correlation between the instruments and the unobserved heterogeneity. While the
FE2SLS assumes that B:A is correlated with the instruments, REIV relaxes that assumption but
nominally imposes a serial correlation of the error term C:A .
DEF:A G%+./0*=A , I:,A , B:A , C:A J = 0(%+./0*=A , I:,A , B:A , C:A )

(3)

Where %+./0*=A is assumed to be correlated with both B:A (children's unobserved heterogeneity)
and C:A (children's idiosyncratic errors). The vector I:,A of excluded instruments is strictly
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exogenous to ensure consistency of the estimates; D is the expectation operator, and 0 is a
function. We test the relevance of the instruments and overidentification using the first stage Fstatistic (16.07) and the Hansen J test statistic (see Table SM 1.5).
The exogenous instruments of the parental income are rainfall and livestock shocks.
Rainfall has been used as instrument to 1) measure income effect on health (Fichera and Savage
2015; Bengtsson, 2010; Rose, 1999), 2) to understand the intergenerational transmission of
health status between mothers and children (Bevis, 2007), or 3) to explain the relationship
between economic growth and conflict (Miguel and Sergenti, 2004). An instrument must be
strongly correlated with parental income and explain the children's disease symptoms only
through parental income. Rainfall and livestock shocks are exogenous and likely to affect
parental income but not children's diseases symptoms. Although there is empirical evidence that
points to the direct effect of extreme weather on health (Burgess et al., 2011), we reason that
such an effect operates only through parental income.
Finally, we correct for heteroscedasticity and serial correlation in the idiosyncratic error
terms by reporting the child-clustered robust standard errors (Cameron and Trivedi, 2005).
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SM 1.4. Robustness Check
We perform three sensitivity analyses. First, we use a single pneumonia symptom as children's
health measure. Second, we use the cropping income as parental income proxy. Third, we account
for the severity of the reported symptoms using Zero-inflated Poisson. A symptom is considered
severe and has non-zero count if the individual has sought for care after the occurrence of the
symptom. In different models, we perform either one, two or all three analyses. The results are
qualitatively similar using those sensitivity analyses as well as with IV estimates.
The robustness analysis does not reveal any steeping gradient over age as observed in Case
et al., (2002). Therefore, it confirms the lack of consensus in the literature on whether the gradient
does increase with the children's age (Currie et al., 2007). However, results confirm the presence
of the gradient and the reduction of the gradient by child nutrition and household sanitation.
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Table SM 1.1: Symptoms in Measuring Children Health Status: Case Definition for Major Infectious Disease Symptoms from Household
and Clinic Surveillance in Asembo, Western Kenya (Lwak Hospital). From Feikin at al., (2011)
Symptoms
Acute
Respiratory
Infection
(ARI)
Acute Lower
Respiratory
Infection
(ALRI)
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Diarrhea

Acute Febrile
Illness (AFI)

Clinic
Children <5 years
(³ Symptoms): Cough, difficulty
breathing, chest pain, sore throat,
sneezing, ear complaints or a runny
nose
Cough or difficulty breathing with
on the following: elevated
respiratory rate for age**(nonsevere pneumonia) or IMCI danger
sign***, lower chest wall indrawing,
stridor, or oxygen saturation <90%
(severe/very severe pneumonia) [14]
³ looser than normal stools in a 24
hours period. Severe defined as
IMCI danger sign or symptoms/sign
dehydration§
Documented axillary temperature ³
38.0ºC without an apparent cause,
defined as cough, difficulty
breathing, chest pain, signs of
meningitis, or bloody diarrhea
(positive malaria smear is not an
exclusion)

Household
Persons ³ 5 years

Persons ³ 5 years

Children <5 years
Cough or difficulty
breathing

Cough, difficulty
breathing or chest pain
and either documented
axillary temperature ³
38.0ºC or oxygen
saturation < 90%
(Corbett et al., 2002)
³ looser than normal
stools in a 24-hour
period

Cough or difficulty
breathing and rapid
respiration for age** or
chest indrawing noted on
exam

Cough or difficulty
breathing or chest pain
and documented
temperature ³ 38.0º C on
an exam

³ looser than normal
stools in a 24-hour
period
Report of fever, without
evidence of another
infection defined as a
cough or difficulty
breathing or bloody
diarrhea

*Episodes of illness could meet more than one case definition (e.g., ARI, ALRI, ARI, and diarrhea). AFI is mutually exclusive with ARI/ALRI and some types of diarrhea (i.e.,
bloody)
**Elevated respiratory rate for age based on WHO Integrated Management of Childhood Illness Algorithm (WHO, 2008); < 2 months, ³ 60 breaths /minutes; 2-11 months, ³ 50
breaths/ minute, 12-59 months, ³ 40 breaths/minute.
***IMCI danger signs are a maternal report of convulsions, inability to drink or breastfeed, or vomiting everything, or on exam lethargy or unconsciousness. (WHO, 2008)
§IMCI signs/symptoms of dehydration are the following: sunken eyes, slow skin pinch, restless/irritable behavior, drinking eagerly or not at all. (WHO, 2008)

Table SM 1.2: Variables Description
Variable Name

Description

Morbidity (Count of All
Reported Symptoms)

The aggregate of counts of yellow fever, gastric disorder, malaria
and fever symptoms counts for a given surveyed children in a
quarter
The on-farm cash income which represents the net profit of sales of
agricultural produces
The off-farm cash income for parents only

Parental Income ($)
Parental Off Farm
Earnings ($)
Livestock Production
Income ($)
Crop Production Income
($)
Energy Intake

The on-farm cash income which represents the net profit of sales of
livestock activities
The on-farm cash income which represents the net profit of sales of
cropping activities
The calories intake per household member

Fat Intake

The fat intake in grams per household member

Carb Intake

The carb intake in grams per household member

Protein Intake

The protein intake in grams per household member

Sibling

If the child has a sibling this variable takes the value 1 and 0
otherwise
If the mother attends at least high school this variable takes the
value 1 and 0 otherwise
If the father attends at least high school this variable takes the value
1 and 0 otherwise
If the father is salaried this variable takes the value 1 and 0
otherwise
If the mother is salaried this variable takes the value 1 and 0
otherwise
If the father belongs to the group of elders or noble in the village
this variable takes the value 1 and 0 otherwise

Maternal Education (>=
Secondary School)
Father’s Education (>=
Secondary School)
Father’s Occupation
(Salaried)
Mother’s Occupation
(Salaried)
Father’s Social Status
(Noble/High Social
Status)
Mother’s Social Status
(Noble/High Social
Status)
Latrine
Decent Drinkable Water
(Tap Water)
Sanitation

If the mother belongs to the group of elders or noble in the village
this variable takes the value 1 and 0 otherwise
If the household has access to a latrine this variable takes the value
1 and 0 otherwise
If the household has access to tap water this variable takes the value
1 and 0 otherwise
Measures whether the household has both latrine and tap water (in
that case it takes the value 1) and 0 otherwise
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Table SM 1.3: Descriptive Statistics of Main Variables
Variables

Children <= 14 Years old

Full Sample

N

Mean

SD

N

Mean

SD

Morbidity (Count of All Reported Symptoms)

2985

2.89

3.25

7339

2.64

3.21

Children’s Age (Years)

2985

7.62

4.07

7339

24.06

19.65

Parental Income ($)

2975

35.93

136.97

7317

35.40

123.98

Parental Off Farm Earnings ($)

2974

102.89

222.03

7314

103.51

234.02

Full Income ($)

2983

138.42

268.25

7334

138.54

274.55

Livestock Production Income ($)

2974

2.67

14.19

7314

3.26

23.14

Crop Production Income ($)

2247

44.05

5547

1298.39

1401.24

Fat Intake (g/day)

2979

32.94

7330

42.40
1445.2
4
37.41

137.03

2979

155.06
1244.5
3
86.34

Carb Intake (g/day)

2979

196.52

183.38

7330

215.61

192.62

Protein Intake (g/day)

2979

43.35

69.58

7330

49.84

88.98

Gender (1= female, 0=male)

2985

0.50

0.50

7339

0.48

0.50

Sibling (1=sibling, 0=no sibling)

2985

0.02

0.15

7339

0.02

0.15

Father’s Age (Years)

2585

48.28

13.39

6464

52.10

14.09

Mother’s Age (Years)

2898

41.15

13.30

7114

45.42

14.48

Maternal Education (>= Secondary School)

2985

0.13

0.33

7339

0.14

0.34

Father’s Education (>= Secondary School)

2985

0.19

0.39

7339

0.20

0.40

Father's Occupation (1=Salaried, 0= Otherwise)

2985

0.07

0.25

7339

0.07

0.25

Mother's Occupation (1=Salaried, 0= Otherwise)

2985

0.03

0.16

7339

0.03

0.17

Father’s Social Status (Noble/High Social Status)

2985

0.17

0.37

7339

0.15

0.36

Mother’s Social Status (Noble/High Social Status)

2985

0.05

0.22

7339

0.06

0.23

Latrine (1=latrine, 0=no latrine)

2974

0.01

0.07

7314

0.01

0.08

Drinkable Water Access (Tap Water)

2985

0.33

0.47

0.33

0.47

Rainfall (inches)

2985

3.1

2.52

7339
7339

3.14

3.37

Minimum Temperature (Fahrenheit)

2985

54.45

1.44

7339

54.44

1.44

1.63

7339

80.12

1.62

Energy Intake (kcal/day)

Maximum Temperature (Fahrenheit)

2985

80.11

7330

97.04

Number of Days of Precipitation less than 1inch

2985

5.94

6.30

7339

6.01

6.30

Number of Days of Precipitation less than 0.01inch

2985

8.66

9.1

7339

8.77

9.09

Highest Daily Total of Precipitation in the Month

2985

0.74

0.82

7339

0.75

0.82

Calves Loss (0= no loss, 1= loss)

2970

0.00034

0.018

0.017

Cows Loss (0= no loss, 1= loss)

0

0

7315
7315

0.0028

2970

0.0027

0.017

Heifers Loss (0= no loss, 1= loss)

2970

0

0

7315

0

0

0

0

0.0041

0.10

0.0036

0.061

Bulls Loss (0= no loss, 1= loss)

2970

0

0

7315

Sheep Loss (0= no loss, 1= loss)

2968

0.0061

0.13

0.0044

0.071

7310
7310

0

0

0.64

1.71

Goats Loss (0= no loss, 1= loss)
Donkey Loss (0= no loss, 1= loss)

2968

0

0

7310

Poultry Loss (0= no loss, 1= loss)

2968

0.6

1.59

7310

Note: Estimated calorie needs per day is 1000-3200 kcal depending on age, gender, and physical activity level. Recommended
Dietary Allowance (RDA) of protein for adults is 46-56g depending on age and gender. RDA of carbohydrate is 130g for all ages
and genders. Recommended fat intake is about 60g depending on age, gender and physical activities (DHHS and DGAC, 2005).
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Table SM 1.4: Hausman Test Between Random and Fixed Effects Estimators
Age Groups (Years)

0-2

3-6

7-11

12-14

p-value (Full sample)

0.0024

0.33

0.722

0.04

p-value (Positive Parental Income Only)

0.13

0.4

0.73

0.74

7-11

12-14

Table SM 1.5 Hansen J Test Statistic of the Exclusion Restriction
Age groups (Years)

0-2

3-6

P-value (Rainfall only)

0.8926

0.4215 0.0020

0.0754

P-value (Rainfall + livestock shocks)

0.7391

0.4037 0.0490

0.0150

Table SM 1.6: Selection First Stage Probit Regression (Average Partial Effects)
VARIABLES

First Stage
Selection Correction

Child’ Age

-0.00474*
[0.00274]
-0.0186**
[0.00725]
0.0321***
[0.00765]
0.00139
[0.0993]
-1.282***
[0.178]
Yes
2,694

Mother’s Age
Father’s Age
Gender of Child
Sibling
Time Dummies
Observations

Robust standard errors are in brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Excluded Variables from the structural equation controls that are included: crop loss value, cropped acres, owned acres. The
coefficients of those variables are jointly different from zero at a 1 percent level (p<0.00001)
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Table SM 1.7: Second Stage of the Selection into Non-Negative Parental Income
Dependent Variable:
Aggregate Number of
Children’s Diseases
Symptoms

0-2

Children’s Age Groups (Years)
3-6
7-11

12-14

Inverse Mills Ratio

0.785
[1.009]

0.870
[0.566]

1.799**
[0.834]

1.230
[1.377]

Observations
Number of Clusters

89
37

300
124

378
150

152
49

Cluster-robust standard errors in brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Control Variables: Age of the child, the age of the parents, whether the child has a sibling, the gender of the child and time
dummies
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Table SM 1.8: Baseline Analysis: Average Partial Effects of Parental Income on Children’s Diseases Symptoms, Instrumental Variables
Estimates (Linear)

Parental Income
2SLS

FEIV

REIV

43
Observations

Rainfall only as IV
3-6 years 7-11 years
12-14 years

Rainfall + livestock shocks as IV
3-6 years
7-11 years
12-14 years

0.0345***
[0.0105]
0.0378***
[0.0116]
0.0254***
[0.00944]
836

-0.0128

-0.0279**

-0.0191**

0.00153

-0.0125

[0.00932]
-0.00309

[0.0125]
-0.0192**

[0.00773]
-0.0283***

[0.00522]
0.000776

[0.00819]
-0.0112*

[0.0103]
-0.00624

[0.00955]
-0.0366**

[0.0105]
-0.0165***

[0.00541]
-0.000204

[0.00648]
-0.0118**

[0.00654]
1,038

[0.0179]
689

[0.00602]
836

[0.00464]
1,038

[0.00546]
689

Cluster-robust standard errors in brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Controls for Rainfall only as IV: Age of the child, whether the child has a sibling, time average of precipitation, the time average of daily highest
precipitation, daily highest precipitation, total monthly precipitation, time dummies, time average of children's age. The time averages are for CRE IV,
2SLS only.
Controls for Rainfall + livestock shocks as IV: Age of the child, whether the child has a sibling, time average of precipitation, time average of daily
highest precipitation, daily highest precipitation, total monthly precipitation, time dummies, loss of (cows, calves, heifers, bulls, bullocks, sheep, goats,
poultry, donkeys) time average of children's age. The time average of variables for CRE IV, 2SLS only.

Table SM 1.9: Baseline Analysis: Average Partial Effects of Parental Income on Children’s Diseases Symptoms, Control Function
Approach Estimates (Non-Linear)

Parental
Income
Poisson
Observations

Rainfall only as IV
3-6 years 7-11 years
12-14 years

-0.0113*** -0.00567**
[0.00260]
[0.00282]
836
1,038

-0.0139***
[0.00494]
435

Rainfall + livestock shocks as IVV
3-6 years
7-11 years
12-14 years

-0.0103***
[0.00234]
834

-0.00282
[0.00232]
1,035

-0.0123***
[0.00445]
686
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Cluster-robust standard errors in brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Controls for Rainfall only as IV: Age of the child, whether the child has a sibling, the time average of precipitation, the time average of daily highest precipitation,
daily highest precipitation, total monthly precipitation, time dummies, time average of children's age.
Controls for Rainfall + livestock shocks as IV: Age of the child, whether the child has a sibling, time average of precipitation, time average of daily highest
precipitation, daily highest precipitation, total monthly precipitation, time dummies, loss of (cows, calves, heifers, bulls, bullocks, sheep, goats, poultry, donkeys),
time average of children's age.

Table SM 1.10: Mediation Analysis- Mediators Effect on the Relationship Between Parental Income and Children's Diseases Symptoms
(Only for Positive Parental Income)
Dependent Variable: Aggregate
Number of Children's Diseases
Symptoms

7-11

12-14

4.85e-06

-0.00187**

[0.000389]

[0.000755]

Parental Income

[0.000473]
Mother’s Education
0.000189
-0.00111**

-8.89e-06

-0.00184**

[0.000404]

[0.000761]

Parental Income

[0.00145]
[0.000484]
Mother’s Salary Occupation
6.54e-06
-0.00110**

-9.21e-06

-0.00182**

[0.000397]

[0.000719]

Parental Income

[0.00143]
[0.000482]
Father’s Salary Occupation
8.92e-05
-0.00107**

1.53e-05

-0.00182**

[0.00143]

[0.000484]
Mother’s Social Status
6.85e-05
-0.00111**

[0.000390]

[0.000731]

-4.31e-05

-0.00189**

[0.00144]

[0.000487]
Father’s Social Status
2.44e-05
-0.00110**

[0.000424]

[0.000740]

-3.67e-05

-0.00189**

[0.00144]

[0.000486]
Child’s Energy Intake
0.000392
-0.00106**

[0.000419]

[0.000770]

-1.34e-05

-0.00190***

[0.00157]

[0.000382]

[0.000729]

Parental Income

0-2
6.35e-05

3-6
Father's Education
-0.00110**

[0.00145]
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Parental Income

Parental Income

Parental Income

[0.000478]

Dependent Variable: Aggregate
Number of Children's Diseases
Symptoms

7-11

12-14

-4.58e-06

-0.00180**

[0.000485]
Child’s Carb Intake
0.000375
-0.00102**

[0.000389]

[0.000712]

1.53e-05

-0.00199***

[0.000421]

[0.000747]

-6.56e-06
[0.000394]

-0.00183**
[0.000735]

Parental Income

[0.00158]
[0.000472]
Decent Toilet Ownership
7.86e-05
-0.00111**
[0.00144]
[0.000485]
Access to Decent Water Source
1.41e-05
-0.00113**

2.65e-05

-0.00185**

Observations
Number of Clusters

[0.00141]
245
77

[0.000403]
360
146

[0.000737]
386
102

Parental Income

0-2

3-6

0.000226

Child’s Fat Intake
-0.00110**

[0.00150]
Parental Income

Parental Income
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[0.000503]
577
171

Robust standard errors in brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table SM 1.11: Robustness Check Analysis: Average Partial Effects of Parental Income on Children’s Pneumonia Symptoms,
Instrumental Variables Estimates

Parental Income

2SLS
FEIV
REIV
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CREIV
Control Function Poisson
(1)
Control Function Poisson
(2)
Observations

Rainfall + livestock shocks as IV
3-6 years
7-11 years
12-14 years

-0.00971**
[0.00438]
-0.0147**
[0.00593]
-0.00863**
[0.00353]
-0.0123***
[0.00469]
-0.0101***
[0.00254]
-0.00631**
[0.00259]
834

0.00329
[0.00352]
0.00247
[0.00353]
0.00161
[0.00288]
0.00233
[0.00326]
0.000291
[0.00285]
-0.00315
[0.00238]
1,035

-0.00406
[0.00415]
-0.00487
[0.00319]
-0.00392
[0.00292]
-0.00533**
[0.00271]
-0.0108**
[0.00522]
-0.00686
[0.00453]
686

Cluster-robust standard errors in brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Controls for Rainfall + number of animals lost as IV: Age of the child, whether the child has a sibling, time average of precipitation, time average of daily
highest precipitation, daily highest precipitation, total monthly precipitation, time dummies, loss of (cows, calves, heifers, bulls, bullocks, sheep, goats, poultry,
donkey), and time average of children's age. The time average of variables for CRE IV, 2SLS only.
Note: Control function Poisson (1) is the model where the independent variable is pneumonia symptoms only
Control function Poisson (2) is the model where the parental income is only the cropping income.

Table SM 1.12: Robustness Check Mediation Analysis: Average Partial Effects of Parental Income on Children’s Pneumonia Symptoms,
Control Function Estimates

Variables

Parental Cropping
Income
Fat
Protein
Carb
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Energy
Water Source
Latrine
Observations

3-6 years

(1)
7-11 years

12-14
years

3-6 years

(2)
7-11 years

-0.00641***

-0.00441**

-0.00786**

-0.00631**

-0.00315

-0.00686

[0.00236]
0.0121
[0.0455]
0.00479
[0.0226]
0.00541
[0.0208]
-0.00134
[0.00506]
0.0432
[0.0940]
-15.24***
[0.904]
617

[0.00206]
0.0269
[0.0553]
0.0180
[0.0254]
0.0114
[0.0257]
-0.00296
[0.00615]
0.0215
[0.103]
-0.101
[0.468]
778

[0.00376]
-0.0213
[0.0433]
-0.00519
[0.0181]
-0.00992
[0.0204]
0.00240
[0.00481]
-0.0897
[0.150]
0.708
[0.488]
533

[0.00259]
-0.0384
[0.0479]
-0.0181
[0.0237]
-0.0177
[0.0219]
0.00421
[0.00532]
0.00750
[0.103]
-12.91***
[0.899]
617

[0.00238]
0.0451
[0.0590]
0.0265
[0.0272]
0.0205
[0.0274]
-0.00510
[0.00656]
-0.0958
[0.117]
-0.0991
[0.420]
778

[0.00453]
-0.0383
[0.0462]
-0.0112
[0.0196]
-0.0183
[0.0218]
0.00425
[0.00513]
-0.194
[0.186]
0.559
[0.505]
533

12-14 years

Cluster-robust standard errors in brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Controls: Age of the child, whether the child has a sibling, time average of precipitation, time average of daily highest precipitation, daily highest precipitation,
total monthly precipitation, time dummies, loss of (cows, calves, heifers, bulls, bullocks, sheep, goats, poultry, donkey), and time average of children's.
Instruments: Rainfall + livestock shocks
Note: (1) Independent variable is aggregate symptoms, and parental income measure is cropping income
(2) Independent variable is pneumonia symptoms, and parental income measure is cropping income

Table SM 1.13: Robustness Check Mediation Analysis: Average Partial Effects of Parental Income on Children's Diseases Symptoms,
Zero-Inflated Poisson
Variables
Parental Income

Fat
Protein
Carb
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Energy
Water Source
Latrine
Observations

Age Groups
7-11 years

12-14 years

-0.000667***

-8.61e-06

-0.00132**

[0.000238]
-0.0435
[0.0408]
-0.0175
[0.0198]
-0.0205
[0.0187]
0.00482
[0.00454]
0.0674
[0.0596]
-20.19***
[0.702]
835

[0.000445]
0.0197
[0.0421]
0.00847
[0.0187]
0.00939
[0.0197]
-0.00219
[0.00468]
0.0450
[0.0667]
-0.458**
[0.223]
1035

[0.000614]
-0.0211
[0.0418]
-0.00648
[0.0173]
-0.0101
[0.0197]
0.00235
[0.00465]
0.0253
[0.104]
0.664***
[0.116]
685

3-6 years

Cluster-robust standard errors in brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Control Variables: Age of the child, whether the child has a sibling, the gender of the child and time dummies.
Note: The excess zero is significantly explained by the variable measuring whether following the symptom occurrence the individual seeks care.

Figure SM 1.1: Histograms of Children’s Aggregate Diseases Symptoms per Age Groups
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Figure SM 1.2: Lowess of Children's Diseases Symptoms on Parental Income

Figure SM 1.3: Cumulative Distribution of Single Symptom per Children’s Age Groups
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Figure SM 1.4: Diseases Burden of the Major Symptoms Included in the Children' Health: A Comparison Across Countries
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CHAPTER 2: WELFARE ANALYSIS OF ANIMAL DISEASE OUTBREAKS
1. Introduction
Animal disease events are eminently stochastic. Economic evaluation of stochastic disease
events often relies only on point estimates, potentially leading to inaccurate estimates or contextdependent outcomes. In contrast, applying stochastic methods, we assess the economic impact of
adverse animal disease shocks on the distributions of outcomes for heterogeneous agents along a
vertically integrated meat supply chain from the farmer to the consumer in a systematic manner
using a Bayesian-like approach. While a segmented supply chain analysis is essential in its own
right (Gotsch and Wohlgenant, 2001), incorporating distributions of animal disease shocks
impacting the meat industry into a structural economic model provides distributions of welfare
effects that are essential for policy analysis and planning.
To quantify the economic impact of an adverse shock on each economic agent along the
supply chain, we start by developing a structural model of demand and supply with international
trade (Zhao et al., 2006; Pendell et al., 2010; Paarlberg et al., 2008). Structural equations of
demand and supply are appropriate for assessing economic impacts involving multiple
commodities and addressing policy issues about these commodities (Marsh, 2005). The model is
then solved as an equilibrium displacement model (EDM) (Paarlberg et al., 2008; Harrington and
Dubman, 2008). Because animal diseases and other shocks enter the EDM as percent changes,
the outcomes of the model are not sensitive to units defining the different shocks, and the model
outcomes are comparable across disease events. Moreover, the EDM allows exogenous shocks
that are either negative or positive, as well as single or multiple events. Our model follows and
extends previous studies on economic impacts estimation of exogenous disease shocks on
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livestock (Pendell et al., 2010; Paarlberg et al., 2008; Pendell et al., 2014; Pendell et al., 2015)
and, in some instances, on perennial tree fruit (Zhao et al., 2006; Tozer and Marsh, 2018). For
the most part, those studies rely on point estimates of the shocks.
We source historical information and parameter values on animal disease shocks from an
extensive literature search, allowing us to quantify ranges of possible values and to estimate
higher order moments of those values thereby identifying empirical distributions of those disease
shocks. Focusing on the US meat industry with shocks from Bovine Spongiform
Encephalopathy (BSE), Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI), and the Rift Valley Fever
(RVF), we construct empirical distributions of the disease shocks, informed by a systemic review
of historical outbreaks impacts. The systemic review of historical outbreaks impacts guides the
specification of prior distributions and subsequently the estimation of the posterior distributions
of producer and consumer’s welfare outcomes.
Our model considers three different primary kinds of adverse events that shock firms and
consumers along the supply chain. First, an adverse reaction from consumers to an outbreak that
directly affects the consumption of meat of affected species. Meat consumption from the other
species is indirectly affected through substitution relationships specified in the demand side of
the structural model. Second, negative supply shocks due to an outbreak that leads to animal
removal from the supply chain or death, as well as productivity shocks. Third, we consider a
tightening of the regulations or embargoes by a foreign government thereby restricting the
exports of US meat to that international market. Given a specific shock or set of shocks, we then
simulate changes of distributions of outcomes on prices and quantities from disease shocks and
delineate the impacts on feeders, slaughters, wholesalers, exporters, retailers, and consumers.
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Monetizing the impacts of disease shocks is based on growing literature that recognizes
the role of welfare economics in assessing animal health impacts and the differential impacts on
firms and consumers (Marsh et al., 2017). To measure the welfare changes more accurately and
precisely from an outbreak of foot and mouth disease and to identify who realizes the burden of
the disease, Paarlberg et al., (2003) promote decomposing the impact into subgroups of
producers and consumers. Examining hypothetical outbreaks of foot-and-mouth disease in the
United States, Pendell et al., (2015) conclude that there are essential differences in the economic
impacts across firms along the supply chain and consumers, as well as across the duration of
trade embargoes. Pendell et al., (2014) simulate the impacts of RVF on the US economy and find
that agricultural firms were the most affected by the outbreak followed by regional nonagricultural firms, human health sector, and government in that order. Jiang et al., (2017),
assessing the economic consequences of disease and trade shocks for the US pear sector,
including intermediaries, find that the processed market can be more sensitive than the fresh,
where supply shocks create more substantial impacts on both intermediary markets than did trade
sanctions. Similarly, we simulate distributions of consumer and producer welfare changes along
the supply chain up to the consumer to differentiate the burden of impact and to better identify
where to more efficiently and effectively allocate private and public resources in response to
animal disease events.
The empirical threads of this paper contribute to the literature in several directions. First,
by allowing for stochasticity of disease shocks and systematically forming prior beliefs on those
shocks through a systemic literature review, the paper furthers the quantitative methodology in
estimating animal disease impacts more systematically and accurately. Second, using a multimarket structural model allows us to account for both vertical (horizontal) market linkages and
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the substitutability between commodities, and to capture the potential cascading effect of a
disease shock across species. Third, because we inform the prior distributions through a systemic
review, by extensively surveying the literature to gather empirical evidence on shocks to
demand, supply and international trade across the disease outbreaks, this study is an evidencebased way to identify the ranges and distributions of prior and posteriors distributions of welfare
outcomes. By studying the economic impact of three shocks in one instance, the paper allows a
comparative view on potential animal disease shocks to the US meat industry. Thus, the current
study provides a better understanding of the distributions of the welfare outcomes along the
value chain, thereby assisting industry, as well as guiding resources allocation and compensation
by the government agencies.
2. Structural Model of the US Meat Industry
The model is built around structural equations in which we introduce disease shocks to examine
changes in welfare outcomes following price and quantity change. We specify a system of
demand and supply equations with international trade across the US meat supply chain. The
system can be shocked by the disease outbreak at various market segments for all the
commodities considered. The exogenous shock, depending on where it is applied, has subsequent
price and quantity changes from upstream (downstream) to downstream(upstream) markets. For
instance, a consumer adverse reaction can induce a price change from the retail market translated
to the farm level.
The welfare analysis in the Bayesian setting builds on the equilibrium outcomes of the
endogenous variables. For each species, prices and quantities are determined annually through
market clearing conditions at the wholesale market level for domestic and international trade
such that domestic supply plus imports equal domestic consumption plus exports. Economic
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impacts of animal health or disease outcomes are quantified using measures from welfare
economics (Marsh et al., 2017). From the post-shock change in the primary endogenous
variables, we calculate the welfare change for producers and consumers along the supply chain
for all the commodities. The details of welfare calculation are available in supplementary
material SM 2.1. In all, the Bayesian analysis entails Monte Carlo simulation using prior
distributions of the diseases shock drawn from literature and historical events to generate
posterior outcomes of welfare changes.
2.1. Multi-Market Structural Model
To capture the heterogeneity in welfare outcomes across the supply chain, we use market
segmentation within a commodity. A structural model of supply and demand over beef, pork,
lamb, and poultry sectors is used to generate the model (see mathematical details and equations
derivation in supplementary material SM 2.2). We apply a multi-market partial equilibrium
approach to the supply chain, from the farm to the retail market for each commodity (Pendell et
al., 2010). Beef and lamb are modeled over four primary markets: retail (for final consumers),
wholesale (for processors or packers), slaughter (for cattle/lamb feeding) and feeder (for
farmers). The pork sector markets span retail, wholesale and slaughter. The poultry sector
includes retail and wholesale market segments. Regarding trade, for beef and pork, both imports
and exports are included at the wholesale level; lamb is included only for imports at the retail
level while poultry is considered only at wholesale exports.
2.2. Multimarket EDM
The structural model is specified in a partial equilibrium framework, harnessing the features of
the EDM. EDMs represent elasticity forms linear approximation of demand and supply functions
in a given sector or subsector. They have extensive application in exploring the impacts of
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exogenous shocks on sectors or subsectors of the economy. The approximation accuracy rests on
two premises: (1) the linearity of the underlying functions and (2) a relatively small shock in
comparison with the size of the value of the phenomenon studied. That is, as long as the demand
and supply structural equations exhibit a behavior closer enough to linearity, the accuracy of the
approximation improves. However, if the underlying demand and supply functions are instead
non-linear, the system of structural equations outcomes will deviate from the actual results. Thus,
the magnitude of the shocks must be relatively small for a linear approximation of the system of
demand and supply equations to be accurate (Brester et al., 2004; Brester and Wohlgenant 1993;
Wohlgenant 1999; Zhao et al., 2006; Pendell et al., 2010).
The structural model estimating equations are the total differentiated equations of
demand and supply functions at each market level. The derivation (in supplementary material
SM 2.2) mostly follows Pendell et al., (2010). Next, we focus on the solution method and
Bayesian simulation process.
2.3. Bayesian Analysis
The Bayesian analysis builds on the elasticity forms of the total differentiated equations. Let B
and A be matrices or vectors of parameters, Y, the matrix of endogenous variables (quantities
and prices change) and X the matrix of the percentage change in demand and supply with
respect to exogenous variables. Then, the compact formulation of the elasticity form of the EDM
can be represented by a linear system of equations:
AY+ BX = 0

(1)

We can solve for the choice variables Y as long as the inverse of A exists
Y= -A-1BX

(2)
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The Bayesian approach will generate a distribution for Y by specifying a set of prior
densities on the exogenous shocks parameters. Based on the prior distribution on the parameters,
the conditional distribution associated with the data is updated to obtain the posterior distribution
of the endogenous variables and the subsequent welfare outcomes (Davis and Espinoza, 1998).
Let us rewrite equation (2) as:
!" ∗ = %& ∗ = %((, *) !& ∗ ,

(3)

where % is a reduced form parameter matrix (i.e., partial elasticities of underlying supply and
demand equations) and E indicates the relative change in outcomes after the shock. For
example, % can be rewritten as a function of structural parameters like % ((, *) with ( =
vector 3 and * = vector 4.
Considering that we have the point estimates from the equation (3), we can rewrite equation (3)
as:
5, *7) !8 6 ∗ ,
56 ∗ = %
5 !& ∗ = %6 ((
!"

(4)
∗

5 and *7 are point estimates of ( and * respectively and !"
56 is the predicted value of the
where (
relative change in endogenous variable <= , !8 6 ∗ is the vector of values of relative change in the
predetermined variables.
5 and *7 such that they are jointly
Now let impose a prior distribution on the parameters (
5, *7). If the elements of (
5 and *7 are all independent, then
distributed as >((
5 , *7@ = %A >A ?(
5@%6 >6 (*7).
>?(

(5)

where >A and >6 are marginal densities functions.
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5, *7 and the change in the predetermined variables !8 6 ∗ , !"
56 ∗ is distributed as
Conditional on (
5, *7). Based on the prior of the parameters and after updating, the posterior distribution
>C (!8 6 ∗ |(
5 , *7)%A >A ?(
5@%6 >6 (*7).
56 ∗ becomes >C (!8 6 ∗ |(
of !"
For instance, one can calculate the expected value of a given endogenous variable E76 ∗ as:
5, *7) 8 6 ∗ >((
5 , *7)I(
5I*7
F(E76 ∗ ) = ∫(5 ∫*7 H6 ((

(6),

where F is the expectation operator.
Davis and Espinoza (1998) propose these steps to generate empirical distributions for the
reduced forms parameters:
5 and *7, i.e., the disease shock parameters
(1) Assume a distribution for each element of (
(2) Select parameter values to characterize distribution assumed in 1)
(3) Draw a large number of observations from these distributions to generate the distribution
5, *7). We use Monte Carlo simulations to perform that step.
for %6 ((
We choose the full support of the distributions so that they mirror the values range most
frequent in diseases impact studies in the literature. The 95 percent credible intervals are then
estimated around the posterior of welfare outcomes as well as their median values, by ordering
the results of 100 repetitions (Zhao et al., 2000; Jiang et al., 2017).
3. Data
Data cover years 2007 to 2016. Information on the annual volumes and prices of domestic US
meat industry is from USDA livestock and domestic meat data. They contain information on red
meat, poultry, and egg supply and disappearance (per capita and total) at most market segments.
When a detailed segment quantity information is not available, we employ the quantity
conversion rate from one segment to another (Pendell et al., 2010). For instance, the beef
quantity conversion from slaughter to the wholesale market is about 60%. The volume and prices
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for international trade are from the USDA Foreign Agricultural Service's World Markets and
Trade on livestock and poultry. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 report the descriptive statistics for the retail
quantities for each market segment and the retail price for all the commodities. Information
about the population of the US comes from the Census Bureau.
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Table 2.1: Retail Demand Quantities (Million lbs) 2007-2016
Commodity
Beef
Pork
Lamb
Poultry

Mean

SD

Min

Max

16773.45
12203.88
176.90
17671.64

438.69
306.75
15.49
1103.45

14739.92
10926.93
125.73
15410.63

18713.66
13281.36
243.81
24455.79

Table 2.2: Retail Demand Price ($/lbs) 2007-2016
Commodity
Beef
Pork
Lamb
Poultry

Mean
4.85
3.29
6.69
1.56

SD
0.26
0.13
0.45
0.08
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Min
4.16
2.87
5.05
1.29

Max
6.29
3.85
7.83
1.90

4. Scenarios and Calibration
The scenarios are based on three negative episodic shocks to the US meat industry. First, we
generate a baseline with no shock against which we compare the outcomes of shocked models.
Second, we consider three types of negative exogenous shocks to the model: 1) a consumer
adverse reaction representing a reduction in consumption 2) a trade ban shock leading to a
reduction in exports quantities, and 3) a negative farm supply shock representing lower
productivity or an animals' death or removal. The consumer shock is applied at the retail
demand level, the trade ban at the wholesale export level and the farm supply shock at the farm
level. The shocks are only episodic: shocks occur in one year and last two years maximum. In
our model, the shock occurred in 2007. Note that the recent outbreaks of BSE and HPAI in the
US were all episodic and last less than two years (Aphis USDA, 2017). The historical outbreaks
of RVF are all episodic, and their duration is within two years (Sindato et al., 2012).
We start with a sensitivity analysis and then unfold into a scenario-based analysis relying
on historical and empirical parameters and a prior distribution for the specification and
calibration. A sensitivity analysis considers one type of hypothetical negative shock applied to
one commodity, while others are not shocked. Next, the scenario analysis assumes a hypothetical
shock of a representative disease applied simultaneously to retail demand, trade, and farm
supply. For both analyses, the Bayesian simulation imposes shocks that cover a full range of
values based on a prior distribution.
Both vertical and horizontal integration between markets and commodities are captured
through price and quantities transmission elasticities. We draw from published studies both
short-run (less or equal to 2 years) and long-run (10 years) elasticities estimates. Elasticities are
year dependent and different in the long-run than in the short-run. That is, they change from a
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year to another. In the short-run, demand and supply are less elastic than in the long-run. The
idea of the elasticities changing across time is to allow producers and consumers to adjust across
time (Pendell et al., 2010).
Estimates of quantity transmission elasticities are used in the EDM to provide linkages
between vertically connected sectors. Demand and supply quantity transmission elasticities are
drawn from Pendell et al., (2010). They are estimated through a system of structural equations
that considers the integration level between commodities. For instance, because pork and poultry
sectors are more vertically connected compared to beef and lamb, quantity transmission
elasticities for pork are estimated from two equations Seemingly Unrelated Regressions (SUR).
However, quantity transmission elasticities of poultry are estimated from just an OLS equation.
Moreover, a first-order correction is applied to quantity transmission equations. The empirical
model is calibrated using the elasticities (prices and quantities transmission) values in Tables SM
2.1 and SM 2.2.
4.1. Sensitivity Analysis
To permit comparison across species and for similar shocks, we consider the scenario where an
equal magnitude of shock is applied to each species. Table 2.3 reports the shock magnitudes.
The first scenario is when only consumers adversely react to the disease outbreak by
reducing their meat consumption. Across species, we consider 5 percent2 reduction of retail
demand for beef, pork, lamb, and poultry, alternatively, in the first year and 2.5 percent in the
second year. The second scenario considers that the disease outbreak reduces exports by 80

2

Pigott and Marsh (2004) have estimated consumer's reaction to food safety concerns to be close to a 5
percent reduction of meat consumption.
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percent because of the trade ban. That is 803 percent reduction for beef, pork, lamb, and poultry
quantity exported in year 1 and 40 percent in the second year. The last scenario is 0.5 to 1
percent reduction in each species' farm supply because of animal removal. For instance, that is
900K deaths in the 90 million cattle in the US.

3

The recent large trade ban suffered by the US beef industry following the 2003 BSE case amounts to
about 80 percent reduction of the beef exports to Japan and South Korea, by far the most important
importers of the US beef.
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Table 2.3: Shock Parameters for the US Meat Industry in % (Sensitivity Analysis)
Commodities
Poultry
Lamb
Pork
Beef

Retail
Demand
Supply
-5a
-5a
-5a
-5a

Wholesale export
Demand
Supply

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

-80b
-80b
-40b
-80b

Feeder
Demand
Supply
0
0
0
0

0
-1c
-0.5c
-1c

a
Pigott and Marsh (2004); Pendell et al., (2014); bMatthews et al., (2006); Bradley and Verwoerd (2004); cPendell et al., (2014)
Atkinson (1997); Mitra et al., (2009); Fox and Peterson (2002)
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4.2. Scenarios Analysis
We consider the industry to be simultaneously affected by a consumer adverse reaction, trade
ban, and animal removal. We inform the magnitudes of the shock by the historical impacts
surveyed from the literature either on the US or worldwide sectors. Table 2.4 reports the shocks
magnitude.
When BSE breaks out, the scenario unfolds as follows: retail demand contracts by 35% in
the first year and 17.5% in the second year; wholesale export supply shrinks by 36% in the first
year and 18% in the second year while the farm (feeder) supply drops by 35% in the first year
and 17.5% in the second year. After the second year, all the quantities return to the pre-shock
level. All those shocks are applied only to the beef sector which BSE affects.
For an RVF outbreak, retail demand is negatively shocked by 21.5% in the first year and
10.75% in the second year; wholesale export and farm (feeder) supply is negatively shocked by
52.4% in the first year and 26.2% in the second year. After the second year, all the quantities
return to the pre-shock level. Beef and lamb sectors are affected.
In the HPAI outbreak, retail demand is negatively shocked at 13.5% in the first year and
after that recovers to the pre-shock level. The wholesale export supply is negatively shocked by
3% in the first year and after that recovers to the pre-shock level.
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Table 2.4: Shock Parameters for the US Meat Industry in % (Scenario Analysis)
Diseases Commodities Year
of
shock
HPAI
Year 1
Poultry
RVF
Beef & Lamb Year1
Year 2
BSE
Year 1
Beef
Year2

Retail Demand
Demand
a

-13.5
-21.5 a
-10.75 a
-35 a
-17.5 a

Trade Ban

Farm Supply

Supply Demand Supply Demand Supply
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

-3b
-52.4 b
-26.2 b
-36
-18

0
0
0
0
0

0
-52.4c
-26.2 c
-35 c
-17.5 c

Note: Year represents the year of application of the shock. From year 1 to year 2, when applicable, the magnitude of the shock is
halved.
For BSE: a,bMatthews et al., (2006); Bradley and Verwoerd (2004); cAtkinson (1997); Mitra et al., (2009) ; Fox and Peterson
(2002) ;
For RVF: a,b,cPeyre et al., (2015) based on a meta-analysis of major RVF outbreak from 1931 to 2011, totaling 1500+ studies.
For HPAI: a,bTaha, 2007; Mcleod, (2005); Otte (2004) ; Verbiest and Castillo (2004); cUSDA, FAS, Livestock and Poultry
(2007); U.S. Congressional Budget Office (2005, 2006); Buetre et al. (2006); Mckibbin and Sidorenko (2006)
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5. Results
First, we present the prior specification based on the systemic review of studies that estimate the
economic impacts of the diseases shocks we consider in this paper. Second, we report the
sensitivity analysis results which relies on a ceteris paribus analysis for a single shock at various
markets segments. Third, the scenarios results are presented. They rest on simultaneous multiple
shocks at various market segments for each commodity but do not include direct human health
impacts.
5.1. Specification of Prior Distributions
Forming a prior is an empirical challenge. Based on Gelman (2002), we form non-informative
and moderately informative priors: (1) non-informative priors provide a range on the parameter
supports, (2) moderately informative priors provide a range on parameter supports and possibly
higher order moments. We further split the scenario of moderately informative prior to 3
different subcases: small, moderate, and large outbreak. For instance, a small outbreak may refer
to an extremely limited impact on the industry, effective risk management, and a transparent risk
communication while the large outbreak entails a substantial business disruption, poor risk
management, and a non-transparent risk communication. An illustration of that scale of reaction
to the shock is the BSE outbreaks in the US and UK. The USDA handled transparently and
effectively the case in 2003 while the UK has opposed a non-transparent and poorly effective
approach that inflated the food safety concerns and medias index about BSE outbreak between
1996 and 2004 (Pigott and Marsh, 2004). Table 2.5 reports the priors and the references to the
studies which they are drawn from.
Moderately informative priors refine the support of the specified priors. For all the
diseases under study, the non-informative prior considers that demand, supply, and international
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trade effects are distributed as unif (0,1). For BSE and HPAI, the moderately informed priors
with small outbreaks build on the study by Pigott and Marsh (2004) while RVF prior builds on
Pendell et al., (2014, 2015). For a small outbreak, the minimum impact is zero and the maximum
corresponds to the estimated impacts in the US. Pigott and Marsh (2004) estimated that the own
food safety coefficient is about 6.9% decline in the demand for poultry and a 5.6% decline in
beef. We, therefore, impose the prior of unif (0,0.05) on all the commodities for demand and
international trade effects following BSE and HPAI. Pendell et al., (2014) used a 2.5% (second
quarter of the outbreak) to 5% (first quarter of the outbreak) decline in demand in a scenario of
hypothetical RVF outbreak in the US. Therefore, we impose a prior of unif (0, 0.05) for the
effect of that disease, consistently to characterize a small outbreak.
Moderately informed priors for medium and large outbreaks use historical information.
For all diseases, under a medium outbreak, the limits of the distribution are such that the mean
corresponds to the historical average impacts of disease shocks on a given commodity. That is
the minimum impact can be zero, but the maximum limit is selected such that the mean of the
distribution corresponds to the historical average estimated impacts worldwide. In general, for all
commodities and segments, the impact of medium outbreak is at least equal to the small
outbreak, except for retail demand HPAI (see table 2.5). For all large outbreaks, the maximum
historical impact recorded for a given disease on a commodity is used, if that information is
available. Otherwise, the large outbreak prior is such that its minimum bound is the max bound
of the moderate sub-scenario and its max bound is one such that the distribution covers the full
support within the three sub-scenarios of the moderately informative scenario. The demand for
beef dropped by 80 percent in Japan following the BSE outbreak of 2013 while the US beef
export to Japan and South Korea dropped by 80 percent. Similarly, the HPAI outbreak in the first
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quarter 2004 in Greece reduced the poultry demand by 51 percent while the most substantial
trade ban effect was about 12 percent reduction in exports for China and Thailand. Pendell et al.,
(2014) have used a scenario where 95% of all USA exports of cattle and sheep, beef and lamb
are halted in the case of RVF outbreak. Thus, we impose more information on farm supply when
RVF happens than for BSE consistently with McCullough et al., (2013).
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Table 2.5: Priors on Shock Parameters Based on Uniform Distribution
Commodities
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Retail
demand

Beef
Farm
supply

Non-informative prior

-U (0,1)a

-U (0,1)a

-U (0,1)a

Moderately
informative
prior

Small
outbreak
Medium
outbreak

-U (0,0.05)b

-U (0,0.05)b

-U (0,0.05)b

-U (0,0.70)c

-U (0,0.72)c

-U
(0.2,0.97)c

Large
outbreak

-U (0.7,1)d

-U (0.72,1)c

-U (0.97,1)d

Non-informative prior

-U (0,1)a

-U (0,1)a

-U (0,1)a

Moderately
informative
prior

-U (0,0.05)b

-U (0,0.05)b

-U (0,0.05)b

Small
outbreak
Medium
outbreak
Large
outbreak

Lamb
Exports

-U (0,0.43)c

-U (0,0.848)c

-U (0,0.852)c

-U (0.43,1)d

-U(0.848,
1)c

-U (0.852,1)e

Retail
demand
BSE

RVF
-U (0,1)a
-U (0,0.05)b
-U (0,0.43)c
d

Farm supply

Exports

-U (0,1)a

-U (0,1)a

-U (0,0.05)b

-U (0,0.05)b

-U (0,0.848)c

-U (0,0.852)c

- U (0.848,1)c

-U (0.852,1)e

Retail
demand

Poultry
Farm
supply

Exports

-U (0.43,1)
HPAI

Non-informative prior
-U (0,1)a
-U (0,1)a
-U (0,1)a
Moderately Small
-U (0,0.05)b
-U (0,0.05)b
-U (0,0.05)b
informative outbreak
prior
Medium
-U(0,0.04)c
-U (0,0.26)c
-U(0,0.24)c
outbreak
Large
-U (0.04,1)d
-U (0.26,1)c -U (0.24,1)d
outbreak
a
Based on the range of outcomes of the business impact of diseases shocks: the minimum possible is zero effect, and the maximum is 100 percent effect, meaning total industry
value is wiped out.
b

For BSE and RVF: Pigott and Marsh (2004); Pendell et al., (2014); Atkinson (1997); Mitra et al., (2009); Fox and Peterson (2002); Matthews et al., (2006) ; Bradley and
Verwoerd (2004) ; McCullough et al., (2013). For HPAI: Taha, 2007; Mcleod, (2005); Otte (2004), (2004 and 2005); Verbiest and Castillo (2004); USDA, FAS, Livestock and
Poultry (2007); U.S. Congressional Budget Office (2005, 2006); Buetre et al. (2006); Mckibbin and Sidorenko (2006); Euromonitor, (2006); FAOSTAT, (2017)
c

For BSE: Pigott and Marsh (2004); Pendell et al., (2014); Atkinson (1997); Mitra et al., (2009); Fox and Peterson (2002); Matthews et al., (2006) ; Bradley and Verwoerd (2004) ;
McCullough et al., (2013). For RVF: OIE (2013); Daubney et al., (1931); Bird et al., (2009); Lichoti, (2009); Rich et al., (2009); Rich and Wanyoike, (2010); Sindato et al.,

(2012); Handlos, (2009); Ahrens, (1998); Soumare et al., (2006); Peyre et al., (2015) based on meta-analysis of major RVF outbreak from 1931 to 2011, totaling 1500+ studies.
For HPAI: Taha, 2007; Mcleod, (2005); Otte (2004); Verbiest and Castillo (2004); USDA, FAS, Livestock and Poultry (2007); U.S. Congressional Budget Office (2005, 2006);
Buetre et al. (2006); Mckibbin and Sidorenko (2006); Euromonitor, (2006); FAOSTAT, (2017)
d.e

For BSE: Pigott and Marsh (2004); Pendell et al., (2014); Atkinson (1997); Mitra et al., (2009); Fox and Peterson (2002); Matthews et al., (2006); Bradley and Verwoerd (2004);
McCullough et al., (2013). For RVF: OIE (2013); Daubney et al., (1931); Bird et al., (2009); Lichoti, (2009); Rich et al., (2009); Rich and Wanyoike, (2010); Sindato et al.,
(2012); Handlos, (2009); Ahrens, (1998); Soumare et al., (2006); Peyre et al., (2015) based on meta-analysis of major RVF outbreak from 1931 to 2011, totaling 1500+ studies.
For HPAI: Taha, 2007; Mcleod, (2005); Otte (2004); Verbiest and Castillo (2004); USDA, FAS, Livestock and Poultry (2007); U.S. Congressional Budget Office (2005, 2006);
Buetre et al. (2006); Mckibbin and Sidorenko (2006); Euromonitor, (2006); FAOSTAT, (201
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5.2.Sensitivity Analysis Results
The sensitivity analysis applies a separate individual shock to each commodity and is conducted
under a ceteris paribus assumption. We report in Table 2.3 the shocks parameters for point
estimates and in Table 2.5 the shocks parameters for small, medium, and large outbreaks. Tables
2.6-2.8 report price and quantities changes following hypothetical 1% animal removal, 80%
trade ban, and 5% consumer adverse shocks. Reported results include cases where beef, pork,
and poultry sectors are shocked. The change in consumer and producer (by market segment)
surpluses are plotted in Figures 2.1-2.4. Negative farm supply shocks trigger the highest adverse
effects followed by shocks from trade bans and then adverse consumer reactions.
5.2.1. Negative Supply Shock, Animal Removal
Percentage change in livestock and meat prices and quantities for one-year are presented in
Tables 2.6-2.8 for each sector. When beef supply is shocked by 1%, beef prices for retail and
wholesale increase by 1.1 percent and 1.09 percent, respectively, while slaughters' and feeders'
price decrease by 1.2 percent and 0.83 percent, respectively. The reduced supply in the shocked
sector drives up the price in the upstream markets. Poultry price increases by a marginal
percentage: 0.33 percent and 0.42 percent at the retail and wholesale market, respectively. Retail
and wholesale pork prices increase by 0.7 percent each while hog price at slaughter market
increases by 0.12 percent. Lamb retail price increases by 0.7 percent.
Figures 2.1-2.4 report the consumers and producers' welfare change when only the beef
sector is shocked. All agents along the supply chain of non-affected commodities are better off,
benefiting from the substitution effect. Immediately after a large outbreak, there is a $3 billion,
$1.5 billion and $1billion gain for pork retailers, wholesalers, and slaughters, respectively. The
lamb sector benefit is marginal. Because of the high meat price, consumer welfare decreases.
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Under a large outbreak, beef consumers lose up to $150 per capita, as shown in Figure 2.1.
Domestic price down the road drops because of the imports attracted by the increase in the price
of meat in the domestic market. The effects of net international trade dominate the domestic
price effects (Jiang et al., 2017). Prices oscillate and are regulated by the net trade. It eventually
converges to the long-run pre-shock equilibrium.
5.2.2. Negative Exports Shock, Trade Ban
The results of an 80% trade ban are presented in Tables 2.6-2.8 for each sector. Prices drop under
the trade ban at retail and wholesale markets for the shocked sector and at all market segments
for the non-affected. There is a 2.39 percent and 2.35 percent decrease in beef price at retail and
wholesale when the beef sector is shocked. Pork and lamb retail prices decrease by 0.15 percent
each while poultry retail price decreases by 0.75 percent. Trade ban reduces the export quantity
of the affected commodities which is rerouted to domestic markets, swelling the domestic supply
of meat, increasing the competition between the commodities and driving down the retail price
for meat. For instance, beef supply increases by 1.93 percent and 3.62 percent at retail and
wholesale markets, respectively, when the beef sector is shocked. Retail poultry and pork
quantity decline by 0.26 percent and 0.34 percent, respectively.
Producers, especially those at the upstream markets are worst off under the trade ban,
while consumers benefit. We estimate under a large outbreak a loss amounting to $4 billion for
exporters, retailers, each and $2 billion for wholesalers when the beef sector is shocked. The
negative trade shock, by diverting more quantities into the domestic market lowers the retail
price and reduces producer surplus. Consumer welfare increases under a trade ban. A per capita
consumer surplus is estimated at $5 under a large shock to the beef sector. The diverted export
quantity maintains lower retail prices for all commodities.
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The magnitude of the shock leads to different welfare change, as illustrated in Figures
2.1-2.4. For large negative trade shocks to beef sector, producer loss at farmer level is ten-fold
the exporter loss, suggesting that the type of sector and the shocked market segment affect the
distribution of the impacts along the supply chain. Also, the effect of a trade ban is short-lived
compared to a farm supply shock because of the resilience of the domestic market, the growing
population and the adjusting of the industry. That is consistent with Pendell et al., (2010) who
observed that the effects of costs of tracing and animal identification on the trade of US meat are
small because of the adjusting of the industry. The harm from trade loss is less impactful than the
farm supply because the embargo affects only the consumption distribution but not the meat
supply per se (Jiang et al., 2017).
5.2.3. Negative Retail Demand Shock, Consumer Adverse Reaction
Tables 2.6-2.8 report for each sector the percentage change in livestock and meat prices and
quantities for one-year, following a 5% consumer adverse reaction. There is a retail price drop
for affected commodities and a marginal price decrease in non-affected sectors. Beef and poultry
retail prices decrease by 3.61 percent and 8.28 percent, while wholesale price decline by 1.47
percent and 10.29 percent, when beef and poultry are shocked, respectively. As a result of those
shocks, small prices decline of 0.08 percent and 0.23 percent are estimated in the retail pork
market, when poultry and beef are shocked, respectively. Retail beef and poultry quantities
decline by 2.08 percent and 2.98 percent, respectively, when the two sectors are shocked.
Producers of the affected commodities do not benefit from the retail demand contraction
while producers of non-affected commodities gain momentarily. Under a large shock scenario to
the beef sector, estimated losses are $20 billion and $15 billion for beef retailers and farmers. For
the same scenario, pork, and poultry retailers' losses are $800 million and $3 billion. However,
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the price below the baseline benefits consumers of non-affected commodities as opposed to
consumers of affected commodities. The per capita consumer surplus is estimated at $2.5 and $8
for pork and poultry consumers, respectively. Nevertheless, beef consumers welfare decreases by
$30 per capita.
Retailers incur the highest loss within the supply chain. As an illustration, as shown in
Figure 2.4, for a large consumer adverse reaction to beef sector, producer loss at the retail level is
about 50 percent of farmer supply and five-fold the exporters' loss in the case of the trade ban.
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Table 2.6: Change in Price and Quantity (for Negative Shocks Applied to Beef Sector)
Price Change (%)

Quantity Change (%)
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Market
Segment

Beef

Pork

Lamb

Poultry

Beef

Pork

Lamb

Poultry

Shock

Retail

1.11

0.07

0.07

0.33

-0.90

0.16

0.02

0.12

Farm Supply

Wholesale

1.09

0.07

0.02

0.42

-1.68

0.11

0.00

0.05

Farm Supply

Export

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Farm Supply

Slaughter

-1.20

0.12

0.00

0.00

-1.28

0.05

0.00

0.00

Farm Supply

Feeder

-0.83

0.00

0.00

0.00

-1.08

0.00

0.00

0.00

Farm Supply

Retail

-2.39

-0.15

-0.15

-0.72

1.93

-0.34

-0.04

-0.26

Trade Ban

Wholesale

-2.35

-0.14

-0.05

-0.89

3.62

-0.23

-0.01

-0.11

Trade Ban

Export

94.56

0.00

0.00

0.00

-47.85

0.00

0.00

0.00

Trade Ban

Slaughter

6.32

-0.27

0.00

0.00

1.02

-0.12

0.00

0.00

Trade Ban

Feeder

3.59

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.36

0.00

0.00

0.00

Trade Ban

Retail

-3.61

-0.23

-0.22

-1.09

-2.08

-0.52

-0.06

-0.39

Retail Demand

Wholesale

-1.47

-0.22

-0.07

-1.35

-1.01

-0.34

-0.01

-0.16

Retail Demand

Export

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Retail Demand

Slaughter

-1.77

-0.41

0.00

0.00

-0.28

-0.18

0.00

0.00

Retail Demand

Feeder

-1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.10

0.00

0.00

0.00

Retail Demand

Note: Values based on average 2007 prices and quantities for livestock and meat. Export prices are assumed to be equal to domestic prices.

Table 2.7: Change in Price and Quantity (for Negative Shocks Applied to Pork Sector)
Market
Segment
Retail
Wholesale
Export
Slaughter
Feeder
Retail
Wholesale
Export
Slaughter
Feeder

Beef
-0.54
-0.22
0.00
-0.26
-0.15
-0.13
-0.05
0.00
-0.06
-0.04

Price Change
Pork Lamb
-7.13
-0.19
-8.36
-0.06
58.74
0.00
13.37
0.00
0.00
0.00
-1.67
-0.05
-1.60
-0.02
0.00
0.00
-3.02
0.00
0.00
0.00

Poultry
-0.63
-0.79
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.15
-0.18
0.00
0.00
0.00

Beef
-0.31
-0.15
0.00
-0.04
-0.02
-0.07
-0.04
0.00
-0.01
0.00

Quantity Change
Pork
Lamb
4.88
-0.05
11.30
-0.01
-51.81
0.00
5.88
0.00
0.00
0.00
-3.86
-0.01
-2.55
0.00
0.00
0.00
-1.33
0.00
0.00
0.00

Poultry
-0.23
-0.09
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.05
-0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00

Shock
Trade Ban
Trade Ban
Trade Ban
Trade Ban
Trade Ban
Retail Demand
Retail Demand
Retail Demand
Retail Demand
Retail Demand

Note: Values based on average 2007 prices and quantities for livestock and meat. Export prices are assumed to be equal to domestic prices.
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Table 2.8: Change in Price and Quantity (for Negative Shocks Applied to Poultry Sector)
Market
Segment
Retail
Wholesale
Export
Slaughter
Feeder
Retail
Wholesale
Export
Slaughter
Feeder

Beef
-0.30
-0.12
0.00
-0.15
-0.08
-0.31
-0.13
0.00
-0.15
-0.09

Price Change
Pork
Lamb
-0.07
-0.19
-0.07
-0.06
0.00
0.00
-0.13
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.08
-0.19
-0.07
-0.06
0.00
0.00
-0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00

Poultry
-8.06
-15.57
160.32
0.00
0.00
-8.28
-10.29
0.00
0.00
0.00

Beef
-0.17
-0.08
0.00
-0.02
-0.01
-0.18
-0.09
0.00
-0.02
-0.01

Quantity Change
Pork
Lamb
-0.17
-0.05
-0.11
-0.01
0.00
0.00
-0.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.17
-0.05
-0.11
-0.01
0.00
0.00
-0.06
0.00
0.00
0.00

Poultry
1.96
4.83
-60.76
0.00
0.00
-2.98
-1.24
0.00
0.00
0.00

Shock
Trade Ban
Trade Ban
Trade Ban
Trade Ban
Trade Ban
Retail Demand
Retail Demand
Retail Demand
Retail Demand
Retail Demand
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Note: Values based on average 2007 prices and quantities for livestock and meat. Export prices are assumed to be equal to domestic prices

5.3.Scenarios Analysis Results
To demonstrate the impacts of multiple simultaneous shocks, we hypothesize scenarios where
disease outbreaks negatively shock retail demand, international trade, and farm supply
simultaneously. Here, we do not incorporate impacts to human health to RVF (see Pendell et al
2014), BSE, or HPAI. We calibrate the scenarios using historical information of impacts of three
illustrative diseases (BSE, RVF, and HPAI) on the US meat industry, allowing a comparison
between the business disruptions of each disease. Table 2.5 refers to small, medium, and large
outbreaks while details of the shock parameters for point estimates are available in Table 2.4.
The size of the impacts differs for each disease, as seen in Figure 2.5 where we plot the
simulated median values and the 95 percent credible intervals of welfare change for each disease.
5.3.1. BSE Scenario
For a large outbreak in a BSE scenario, welfare changes are distributed differently across the
supply chain. The median estimated impacts are $275 million, $226 million, $3.85 billion and
$33.3 billion, respectively for retailers, wholesalers, exporters, and farmers. Slaughters' gain is
estimated at the median value of 6 million. Under the same scenario, consumer’s total welfare
decreases by a median value of $73.8 billion, representing 68 percent of the total social welfare
loss estimated at a median value of $107 billion. More than 90 percent of total industry loss is
incurred by farmers and exporters.
The size of the impact depends on the magnitude of business disruption (see Tables SM
2.3- SM 2.4 for shocks in small and medium-sized outbreaks). Table 2.9 reports the simulated
impacts for a large outbreak. A large outbreak leads to a median producer loss estimated at $33.8
billion while a small outbreak leads to a median producer loss of $828 million. A medium
outbreak yields a median producer loss of $17.5 billion. Consumers incur a loss that varies by the
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size of business disruption and can go as high as $150 per capita for large outbreak scenario as
shown in Figure 2.6. The per capita consumer welfare depletes by a median value of $10 and
$100 for small and medium outbreaks, respectively.
5.3.2. RVF Scenario
The distribution of the impacts is not homogenous across the supply chain. For a large outbreak,
retailers incur $364 million of loss while wholesalers, exporters, and feeders’ welfare depletes by
$295 million, $4.58 billion and $32.1 billion respectively. Slaughters' gain is estimated at $2
million. Consumers welfare reduces by a median value of $70.6 billion. Farmers and exporters
bore 95 percent of the industry loss. Consumer’s welfare loss accounts for the 69 percent of the
social welfare loss estimated at a median value of $102 billion.
The impact depends on the size of the business disruption (see Tables SM 2.3- SM 2.4 for
shocks in small and medium-sized outbreaks). Simulated impacts for the large outbreak are
shown in Table 2.9. Producers incur a median loss $32.7 billion under a large outbreak. Under a
small outbreak, producer loss median value is $409 million while a medium outbreak leads to a
producer loss of $8.52 billion. Those impacts are from beef and lamb sectors which incur losses
while the shift of consumers to non-affected commodities leads to welfare increase for pork and
poultry sectors.
Nevertheless, the gains in pork and poultry sectors are not enough to offset the loss in
beef and lamb sectors. Higher price for substitutes diminishes consumer’s welfare. The per
capita loss is estimated at more than $150, $15 and $50 in large, small and medium outbreaks,
respectively (see Figure 2.6).
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5.3.3. HPAI Scenario
Producers’ and consumers’ welfare decreases. For a large outbreak, retailers, wholesalers, and
exporters incur losses estimated at $23 million, $17.53 billion and $2.12 billion, respectively.
Slaughters' incur a median loss of $2 million. Farmers' welfare loss is marginal. Lower poultry
price than in the baseline reduces poultry producers’ welfare. Combined, wholesalers, and
exporters account for more than 98 percent of the total industry loss, with wholesalers bearing
the largest share of that loss. The poultry sector drives the industry loss since the outbreak profits
pork, beef, and lamb sectors. Consumer’s total loss is estimated at a median value of $15.79
billion. That is because of the higher price than the baseline in the substitutes' markets toward
which consumers turn. Consumer’s welfare loss represents 49 percent of the median social
welfare loss estimated at $32.41 billion.
The impact varies by the size of the business disruption (see Tables SM 2.3- SM 2.4 for
shocks in small and medium-sized outbreaks). Table 2.9 reports the simulated impacts for a large
outbreak. Total industry welfare loss goes as large as $17.5 billion under large outbreak. When
the business disruption is small and medium, the estimated median producer losses are $498
million and $2.66 billion, respectively. Consumer welfare also diminishes, mainly because of the
high prices in the substitutes' markets. The per capita consumer’s median welfare losses are
estimated at $40, $10, and $2 for large, medium, and small outbreaks, respectively as shown in
Figure 2.6.
5.3.4. Comparison Across Diseases Shocks
Diseases have heterogeneous impacts across the supply chain. As seen in Table 2.9, at retail
market level, RVF has the most substantial effect followed by BSE and HPAI. The estimated
median negative impacts for a large outbreak are $364 million, $275 million and $24 million for
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RVF, BSE and HPAI, respectively. At the wholesale market, HPAI has the largest impact,
followed by RVF and BSE. Their estimated median loss values are $17.53 billion, $295 million
and $226 million, respectively. That is because our modeling does not include the farmer market
segment for HPAI so that the business disruption is much realized in the wholesale segment. For
the trade welfare loss, RVF ranks as the most impactful, followed by BSE and HPAI. RVF
negative impact on the trade is estimated at $4.85 billion while BSE and HPAI lead to a median
loss of $3.85 and 2.12 billion, respectively. For Famers, BSE ranks as the most impactful. It
leads to $33.3 billion loss while $32.1 billion and $2 billion are estimated for RVF and HPAI.
Results, therefore, indicate a ranking of the disease shock that varies throughout the supply
chain.
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Table 2.9: Diseases Impacts Across the Supply Chain, for a Large Outbreak Scenario ($ Million)

Retail
Wholesale
Export
Slaughter
Feeder
Total Producer Surplus
Total Consumer Surplus
Social Surplus

BSE
-275
[-393; -258]
-226
[-309; -205]
-3,850
[-4,740; -1,860]
6
[0; 13]
-33,300
[-72,100; -29,400]
-33,800
[-72,800; -29,900]
-73,800
[-99,000; -69,400]
-107,000
[-172,000; -102,000]

RVF
-364
[-521; -341]
-295
[-401; -268]
-4,580
[-5,630; -2,210]
2
[-7; 9]
-32,100
[-68,600; -28,100]
-32,700
[-69,500; -28,700]
-70,600
[-93,100; -66,700]
-102,000
[-163,000; -96,200]

HPAI
-24
[-41; -20]
-17,531
[-22,785; -16,413]
-2,124
[-3,889; -2,041]
-2
[-3; -2]
-2
[-3; -1]
-17,554
[-22,833; -16,440]
-15,796
[-28,441; -12,871]
-32,417
[-51,274; -30,404]

Note: The 95% credible intervals are in brackets. Surplus is calculated using average 2007 prices and quantities for livestock
and meat. Totals are not identical to sums of individual surpluses because they are medians of simulations.
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Diseases rank differentially for their aggregate impact, but uniformly BSE has the most
impactful both for the industry, consumers and hence for the society. A BSE shock has a median
loss for the industry estimated at $33.8 billion. The estimated impacts for RVF and HPAI are
respectively $32.7 billion and $17.55 billion. Regarding the consumer loss, BSE has an impact of
$73.8 billion followed by RVF and HPAI which negative losses are $70.6 billion and $15.79
billion, respectively. That ranking is conserved when we look at the median value of social
welfare loss. It is estimated at $107 billion, $102 billion and $32.41 billion for BSE, RVF, and
HPAI, respectively.
While the ranking is unaffected at the aggregate level, the size of the business disruption
affects the ranking of the disease along the supply chain (see Tables SM 2.3-SM 2.4 for shocks
in small and medium-sized outbreaks). Regardless of the simulation and business disruption,
BSE is the most impactful disease with respect to total producers' surpluses and social welfare
change. BSE is also the most impactful in terms of total consumer surplus in large and medium
outbreaks, but not in small outbreak where RVF has the largest impact estimated at $2.23 billion.
Under small and medium outbreak, BSE is the most impactful at the retail level with $7 million
and $127 million median losses respectively. RVF follows with estimated median losses of $2.48
million and $94.1 million for small and medium outbreaks, respectively. HPAI is consistently the
most impactful at wholesale market level, regardless of the business disruption considered.
However, for the small outbreak on trade, RVF is the most impactful with a median loss of $56
million. Under a medium trade shock, BSE leads to the median impact of $2.87 billion, the
highest estimate for a medium outbreak at the trade segment. Under a non-informative prior and
at feeder market, the estimated median loss for RVF is $19 billion while BSE leads to a median
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loss of $17.3 billion. For the other business disruption simulation, BSE has the largest impact on
farmers.
5.3.5. Discussion
Consumers loose welfare under the cumulative effect of trade, retail, and farm supply negative
shocks. Higher price than the baseline depletes their welfare. Producers of affected commodities
lose welfare while producers of non-affected commodities are well off in such a scenario. They
benefit from the higher price because the supply response of meat rerouted to the domestic
market due to the lost trade does not offset the quantity response of farm supply and low retail
demand. However, the price spike is quickly dissipated, so that total producers' welfare
decreases. Along the supply chain, the loss incurred by each segment of the market of the
affected commodity is higher than the gain at the same segment for the non-affected commodity,
resulting in the total loss at each segment for the industry.
The supply and price responses under the scenario analysis are the results of the
interaction and balance between the three shocks. Farm supply shock effects dominate the effects
of trade bans and consumer adverse reaction. Domestic market resilience dominates trade bans
adverse effect such that the industry can resist even if there is a substantial trade ban such as the
hypothetical 80 percent reduction in exports we consider in this analysis. Farm supply negative
shock is the most harmful for the industry by driving up and maintaining a high price. Also, the
price oscillation noted in the farm supply negative shock is dispersed by the presence of other
two negative shocks, keeping a higher level of prices within the industry.
Drawing on the importance of each sector and the size of business disruption, the
simulation exercise highlights heterogenous consumer welfare regarding diseases and the sectors
they affect. Beef consumers welfare loss dominates pork and poultry consumers surplus change
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when BSE and RVF occur. Lamb consumer loss is marginal and accounts for less than 10
percent of the change in the case of RVF. Although pork and poultry consumers benefit, their
benefits are still marginal such that the per capita consumer surplus for meat is negative. When
HPAI breaks out, beef, pork, and lamb consumers realize some benefits. However, they are
proportionally marginal and dominated by poultry consumers welfare loss. Regardless of the
prior information included, simulated results show that BSE is costlier than RVF and HPAI in
that order with respect to total consumers’ and producers' surpluses and social welfare change.
BSE outbreak, because it affects the beef sector, which represents the largest share of value in
the US meat industry4, has the most considerable impacts. Even though it affects both beef and
lamb sector, RVF effects seem not to be cumulative, and the marginal weight of the lamb sector
in the US meat industry tends to attenuate any double effect.
Compared to a non-informative prior case, the simulation exercise adds substantive
information to the analysis by disaggregating the effects of the negative shocks. Although, the
simulation results are qualitatively consistent with the point estimate analysis results, in
magnitude, non-informative prior median values are similar to the medium outbreak scenario in
the moderately informative prior. Which suggests that the non-informative prior analysis is a
proxy to a medium outbreak impact. Therefore, imposing a non-informative prior might misstate
the impact while the case at hand might be either a small or large outbreak. Thus, it does not
seem an adequate approach to make an informed decision about how diseases impact distributes
and how to allocate resources for compensation.
The Bayesian exercise we perform proves that to make better-informed decisions about
the distribution of the outcomes and a compensation scheme, it is crucial to unpack the prior

4

http://agrilife.org/coastalbend/files/2012/06/The-United-States-Beef-Cattle-Industry-8-9-2010.pdf
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information set into at least moderately informative scenarios. Thus, if the prior information
search cost does not outweigh the efficiency gained by accurately estimating the impact, our
method is superior.
6. Conclusions
Diseases outbreaks shock constitute a significant concern for the global economy. While the
estimation of their impacts relies on point estimates of the shock magnitudes, the diseases are
profoundly stochastic, and their adverse effects can span a range of potential outcomes. Our
paper offers a Bayesian quantitative method to systematically include such a stochasticity in the
economic impact assessment of diseases shocks. We explicitly model integrated and
heterogeneous agents to better understand the economic impacts distribution of the shocks along
the supply chain. We illustrate the method with the US meat industry which represents the most
significant share of the agricultural value of the country. We build a multi-market equilibrium
displacement model to understand the distribution of the economic consequences of BSE, RVF,
and HPAI along the value chain of the US meat industry. We perform both a sensitivity analysis
and a scenarios analysis and generate the posterior distribution of outcomes for the economic
impacts of the shocks.
The contribution of the paper is not only to include the stochasticity of disease shocks
and systematically forming prior beliefs on those shocks through a systemic review, but also to
model both vertical and horizontal market linkages and the substitutability between commodities.
By studying the economic impact of three shocks in one instance, the paper allows a comparative
view on potential animal disease shocks to the US meat industry.
We find in the sensitivity analysis that farm supply shock harms the most the industry,
followed by retail demand adverse shock and trade ban. Scenarios analyses show that farm
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supply negative effects dominate retail demand negative shock and trade ban, and both the
industry and consumer are overall worst off. Moreover, BSE has the most significant adverse
effects on the beef sector and the industry, followed by RVF and HPAI in that order with respect
to total producers' surpluses and social welfare change. However, depending on the segment
affected, that order of comparison varies, especially between RVF and HPAI. A per capita
consumer loss can go up to $150 under a large outbreak scenario, and society could lose up to
$107 billion, $102 billion, and $32.41 billion for BSE, RVF, and HPAI, respectively. Diseases
have heterogeneous impacts across the supply chain, as well. Mostly, the downstream producers
(slaughters and feeders) incur substantial loss regardless of the shock. Under the scenario
analysis, farmers are the most affected for BSE and RVF with losses amounting to $33.3 billion
and $32.1 billion, respectively, while for HPAI wholesalers incur the most substantial impact
estimated at 17.53 billion. Thus, preparedness to disease and compensation policy should
account for the distribution of the shock effects across affected species and the heterogeneity of
the supply chain as well as the integration level between species.
The non-informative prior analysis, although it provides a range of outcomes, does not
improve the accuracy and precision of the analysis in comparison with the point estimate
analysis. The non-informative prior updating is fuzzy and is a proxy to a medium shock scenario.
In contrary, the moderately informative prior provides results that are qualitatively better than the
point estimate analysis. The exercise of categorizing shock based on their magnitudes provides
different distributional outcomes by allowing the inclusion of more prior information on the
shocks. Hence, it can guide a more efficient and effective allocation of private and public
resources in response to animal disease events.
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Figure 2.1: Consumer per Capita Surpluses for Negative Supply, Retail Demand and Trade Ban
Shocks on Beef
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Figure 2.2: Producer Surpluses (per Market Segment and Commodity) for Negative Farm Supply
Shock on Beef
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Figure 2.3: Producer Surpluses (per Market Segment and Commodity) for Negative Trade Ban
Shock on Beef
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Figure 2.4: Producer Surpluses (per Market Segment and Commodity) for Negative Retail Demand
Shock on Beef
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Figure 2.5: Median Welfare Changes for Each Disease Shock in a Simultaneous Shocks Scenario
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Figure 2.6: Welfare Changes for Each Disease Shock in a Simultaneous Shocks Scenario
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

SM 2.1. Welfare Analysis Calculation
The welfare analysis employs the results from the equilibrium values of endogenous variables.
Both equations of consumer and producer surplus follow Lemieux and Wohlgenant (1989) and
Pendell et al., (2010). The changes in consumer and producer surplus and total surplus for each
disease outbreak i={RVF, BSE, HPAI} for each market level j={retail, wholesale, slaughter,
feeder}5, and for sector k={beef, pork, lamb, poultry} are calculated as follow.
Change in consumer surplus
'()*$+
'()*$+ '()*$+
'()*$+
'()*$+
!"#$,&
= −.$,&
/$,& (."$,&
− 1$,&
)(3 + 5. 7 9/'()*$+
),
$,&

(7)

<

where: CS= consumer surplus; PC= :+; (.$,& ) is price change after the shift due to the diseases
outbreak shock; Z= demand shock parameter; Q=quantity demanded when we calculate
<

consumer surplus, and quantity supplied when we compute producer surplus; EQ= :+; (/$,& ) is
the quantity change after the shift due to the disease's outbreak;.
Dividing equation (7) by the US population US (Census Bureau, 2017), yields the per
capita consumer surplus change per sector for each disease shock. We compute domestic
consumer benefits associated with the diseases shock as the change in the area below the retail
demand curve for each species and each disease shock. That way, they reflect the effects of both
price and quantity changes (Jiang et al., 2017) as shown in equation (7). Equation (7) assumed
linear demand and supply curves that can be approximated by linear functions in the
neighborhood of the two market equilibrium points (Wohlgenant, 2011; Pendell et al.,, 2010).
Therefore, the results are similar to when elasticity functions and shifters are constant
(Wohlgenant, 2011). It is worth noting that equation (7) assumes a parallel shift of the demand

5

Remember, not all sectors have all the four markets levels. Also, the consumer surplus is only at the
retail level, the final upstream market segment.
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and supply functions (as Pendell et al., 2010) rather than a proportional shift for constant
elasticities functions.
Change in producer surplus
<

<

<

<

<

<

!.#$,& = .$,& /$,& (."$,& + =$,& )(3 + 5. 7 9/$,& ) ,

(8)

where: PS=producer surplus; W=supply shock parameter
Change in consumer surplus for disease outbreak i
!>?@ = ∑B !>?CDEF@G
@,B

(9)

Change in producer surplus for commodity k and disease outbreak i
I

!H?@,B = ∑I !H?@,B

(10)

Change in total producer surplus for disease outbreak i
!H?@ = ∑B !H?@,B

(11)

Change in total surplus for commodity k and disease outbreak i in the retail market
!J?CDEF@G
= !>?CDEF@G
+ !H?CDEF@G
@,B
@,B
@,B

(12)

Change in total surplus for commodity k and disease outbreak i for other markets
I

I

I

!J?@,B = !>?@,B + !H?@,B where I ≠ CDEF@G

(13)

Change in total surplus for commodity k and disease outbreak i
I

!J?@,B = ∑I !J?@,B

(14)

Change in total surplus disease outbreak i
!J?@ = ∑B !J?@,B

(15)

The welfare and endogenous variables are calculated for each period, although we omit
the time subscripts. The total consumer surplus is per capita value times the US population. It
represents the period t change in consumer surplus between shock and the baseline (Jiang et al.,
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2017). Similarly, the change in producer and total welfare are the change in time t in their values
aftershock and the baseline values.
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SM 2.2. Mathematical Derivation of the Systems of Equations
Nº

Description
of the
equation

S1

Retail beef
demand

S2

Retail beef
supply
Wholesale
beef demand
Wholesale
beef supply

S3
S4

S5

Imported
wholesale
beef demand
S6 Imported
wholesale
beef supply
S7 Exported
wholesale
beef demand
S8 Slaughter
cattle
demand
S9 Slaughter
cattle
demand
S10 Feeder cattle
demand
S11 Feeder cattle
demand
S12 Retail pork
demand
S13 Retail pork
supply
S14 Wholesale
pork demand

Equations

Linear elasticity form equations

BEEF SECTOR
N
N
XLMN = YMN XRMN + YMS
XRSN + YMT
XRTN
LMNO
N
N
N
N
NO
NO
+ YMTU XRTU + YMSZ XRSZ
= PQ (RMNO , RSNO , RTO
, RTU
, RVNO , WMNO )
+ XWMN
LMN[ = P\ (RMN[ , LM][ , ^MN[ )

XLMN = _MN XRMN + `M]N XLM] + X^MN

LM]O = Pa (RM]O , LMNO , WM]O )

XLM] = YM] XRM] + bMN] XLMN + XWM]

LM][
XLM] = _M] XRM] + `M[] (LM[ /LM] )XLM[
]
]
][
]O
+ (LMU
/LM] )XLMU
= Pc (RM][ , LM[[ , LMU
, LMd
, ^M][ )
]
]
− (LMd
/LM] )XLMd
]
+ X^M
]O
]O
]O
LMU
= Pf (RMU
, LM]O , WMU
)

]
]
]
XLMU
= YMU
XRMU
+ bMN] XLM]
]
]
]
+ (LMU
/LM] )XWMd
+ XWMU

][
][
]O
LMd
= Pg (RMU
, ^MU
)

]
]
]
]
XLMU
= _MU
XRMU
+ X^MU

]O
]O
LMd
= Ph (RM]O , WMd
)

]
]
]
]
XLMd
= YMd
XRMd
+ XWMd

LM[O = Pi (RM[O , LM]O , WM[O )

XLM[ = YM[ XRM[ + bM][ XLM]
]
]
+ (LMd
/LM] )XWMd
+ XWM[

k[

k[

LM[[ = Pj (RM[[ , LM , ^M[[ )
kO

kO

k[

k[

kO

LM = PQl (RM , LM[O , WM
k[

LM = PQQ (RM , ^M

k

XLM[ = _M[ XRM[ + `M XLM + X^M[
)

)

k

k

k

k

k

k

[k

k

XLM = YM XRM + bM XLM[ + XWM
k

XLM = _M XRM + X^M

PORK SECTOR
N
N
NO
XLSN = YSN XRSN + YSM
XRMN + YST
XRTN
LSZ
N
N
N
N
NO
NO
NO
NO
+ YSTU XRTU + YSSZ
XRSZ
= PQ\ (RMNO , RSZ
, RTO
, RTU
, RVNO , WSZ
)
N
+ XWS
N[
N[
][
N[
LSZ
= PQa (RSZ
, LSZ
, ^SZ
)

XLSN = _SN XRSN + `S]N XLS] + X^SN

]O
]O
NO
]O
LSZ
= PQc (RSZ
, LSZ
, WSZ
)

XLS] = YS] XRS] + bSN] XLSN + XWS]
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Nº

Description
of the
equation
S15 Wholesale
pork supply

Equations

Linear elasticity form equations

S16 Imported
wholesale
pork demand
S17 Imported
wholesale
pork supply

]O
]O
]O ]O
LSZU
= PQg (RSZU
, LSZ
, WSZU )

]
]
]
XLSU
= YSU
XRSU
+ bSN] XLS]
]
]
]
+ (Q]
SU /LS )XWSd + XWSU

][
][
]O
LMd
= PQh (RSZU
, ^SZU
)

]
]
]
]
XLSU
= _SU
XRSU
+ X^SU

S18 Exported
wholesale
pork demand
S19 Slaughter
hog demand
S20 Slaughter
hog demand

]O
]O ]O
LSZd
= PQi (RSZ
, WSZd )

]
]
]
]
XLSd
= YSd
XRSd
+ XWSd

[O
[O
]O
[O
LSZ
= PQj (RSZ
, LSZ
, WSZ
)

XLS[ = YS[ XRS[ + bS][ XLS]
]
]
+ (LSd
/LS] )XWSd
+ XWS[
XLS[ = _S[ XRS[ + X^S[

S21 Retail lamb
demand

LTNO

S22 Retail lamb
supply
S23 Imported
retail lamb
demand
S24 Imported
retail lamb
supply
S25 Wholesale
lamb demand
S26 Wholesale
lamb supply
S27 Slaughter
lamb demand
S28 Slaughter
lamb demand

LTN[ = P\\ (RTN[ , LT][ , ^TN[ )

S29 Feeder lamb
demand
S30 Feeder lamb
demand

LT = P\j (RT , LT[O , WT

][
LSZ
XLS] = _S] XRS] + `S[] (LS[ /LS] )XLS[
]
]
][
][
[[
]O
][
+ (LSU
/LS] )XLSU
= PQf (RSZ , LSZ , LSZU , LSZd , ^SZ )
]
]
]
− (LSd /LS )XLSd
+ X^S]

[[
[[
[[
LSZ
= P\l (RSZ
, ^SZ
)

LAMB SECTOR
N
XLTN = YTN XRTN + ηNTM XRMN + YTS
XRSN
N
N
N
N
NO NO
+ YTTU
XRTU
+ YTSZ
XRSZ
= P\Q (RMNO , RSNO , RTNO , RVNO , RTU
, WT )
N
+ XWT
XLTN = _TN XRTN + `T]N XLT] + X^TN

N
N
N
N
N
NO
XLTU
= YTU
XRTU
+ YTUM
XRMN + YTUS
XRSN
LTU
N
N
N
N
NO NO
+ YTUT XRT + YTUSZ XRSZ
= P\a (RMNO , RSNO , RTNO , RVNO , RTU
, WTo )
N
+ XWTU
N[
N[
N[
N
N
N
LTU = P\c (RTU , ^TU )
XLTU = _TU XRTU + X^TUN

LT]O = P\f (RT]O , LTNO , WT]O )

XLT] = YT] XRT] + bTN] XLTN + XWT]

LT][ = P\g (RT][ , LT[[ , ^T][ )

XLT] = _T] XRT] + `T[] XLT[ + X^T]

LT[O = P\h (RT[O , LT]O , WT[O )

XLT[ = YT[ XRT[ + bT][ XLT] + XWT[

k[

k[

LT[[ = P\i (RT[[ , LT , ^T[[ )
kO

kO

k[

k[

kO

k[

LT = Pal (RT , ^T

k

XLT[ = _T[ XRT[ + `T XLT + X^T[

)

)

k

k

k

k

k

k

[k

k

XLT = YT XRT + bT XLT[ + XWT
k

XLT = _T XRT + X^T
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Nº

Description
of the
equation

Equations

Linear elasticity form equations

POULTRY SECTOR
N
N
N
N
XLSZ
= YSZ
XRSZ
+ YSZM
XRMN
N
N
N
NO
NO
NO
NO
+ YSZS XRSN + YSZTU
XRTU
= PaQ (RMNO , RSZ
, RTO
, RTU
, RVNO , WSZ
)
N
N
+ YTSZ
XRTN + XWSZ

S31 Retail
poultry
demand

NO
LSZ

S32 Retail
poultry
supply
S33 Exported
retail poultry
demand
S34 Wholesale
poultry
demand
S35 Wholesale
poultry
supply

N[
N[
][
][
LSZ
= Pa\ (RSZ
, LSZ
, LSZd
,
p[
^SZ )

N
N
N
]N
]
N
XLSZ
= _SZ
XRSZ
+ `SZ
XLSZ
+ X^SZ

NO
NO NO
LSZd
= Paa (RSZ
, WSZd )

]
]
]
N]
N
]
XLSZ
= YSZ
XRSZ
+ bSZ
XLSZ
+ XWSZ

]O
]O
NO
]O
LSZ
= Pac (RSZ
, LSZ
, WSZ
)

]
]
q
]
]
]
XLSZ
= _SZ
XRSZ
− ( LSZd
/ LSZ
) XLSZd
]
+ X^SZ

][
][
][
LSZ
= Paf (RSZ
, ^SZ
)

]
]
]
]
XLSZd
= YSZd
XRSZ
+ XWSZd

uv
Notes: In the equations S1-S35, we represent endogenous and exogenous variables as rst
where:
j= {r=retail, w= wholesale (packers or processors), s=slaughter (feeding), f=feeder (farm level)} represents the market segment.
Not all four market levels apply to all the commodities.
h= {d=demand, s=supply} indicates either demand or supply function
k= {B=beef, P=pork, L=lamb, PO=poultry} represents the commodities
l= {i=import, e=exports} are subscript for the international trade values
E is the relative change operator, i.e. Xr = (r wNdx[vyzs − r wy[{x[vyzs )/r wNdx[vyzs
`s|} for commodity k represents the percentage supply change (from initial equilibria caused by the disease outbreak) in market
segment n given 1 percent change supply in the market segment m for (~, ) ∈ Å
bs|} for commodity k represents the percentage demand change (from initial equilibria caused by the disease outbreak) in market
segment n given 1 percent change demand in the market segment m for (~, ) ∈ Å.
Following Wolghenant (1993) and Pendell et al., (2010), within each commodity for demand (supply) equations, markets levels
are linked downstream (upstream)
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Table SM 2.1: Demand and Supply Price Elasticity Description and Values
Parameters Description
YMN
N
YMS
N
YMT
N
YMTU
N
YMSZ

_MN
YM]
_M]
]
YMU
]
_MU
]
YMd
YM[
_M[
k
YM
k
_M
YSN
N
YSM
N
YST
N
YSTU
N
YSSZ

_SN
YS]
_S]
]
YSU
]
_SU
]
YSd

YS[
_S[
YTN
N
YTS

Estimates

Own price elasticity of demand for retail beef
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail beef with respect
to the price of retail pork
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail beef with respect
to the price of domestic retail lamb
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail beef with respect
to the price of imported retail lamb
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail beef with respect
to the price of retail poultry
Own price elasticity of supply for retail beef
Own price elasticity of demand for wholesale beef
Own price elasticity of supply for wholesale beef
Own price elasticity of demand for wholesale imported
beef
Own price elasticity of supply for wholesale imported beef
Own price elasticity of demand for wholesale exported beef
Own price elasticity of demand for slaughter cattle
Own price elasticity of supply for slaughter cattle
Own price elasticity of demand for feeder cattle
Own price elasticity of supply for feeder cattle
Own price elasticity of demand for retail pork
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail pork with respect
to the price of retail beef
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail pork with respect
to the price of domestic retail lamb
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail pork with respect
to the price of imported retail lamb
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail pork with respect
to the price of retail poultry
Own price elasticity of supply for retail pork
Own price elasticity of demand for wholesale pork
Own price elasticity of supply for wholesale pork
Own price elasticity of demand for wholesale imported
pork
Own price elasticity of supply for wholesale imported pork
Own price elasticity of demand for wholesale exported
pork
Own price elasticity of demand for slaughter hog
Own price elasticity of supply for slaughter hog
Own price elasticity of demand for retail domestic lamb
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail domestic lamb
with respect to the price of retail pork
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Short
run
-0.86b

0.10a
0.05c
0.05c
0.05a

0.36d
-0.58b
0.28d
-0.58c
1.83e
-0.42f
-0.4b
0.26g
-0.14b
0.22h
-0.69a

0.18i
0.02c
0.02c
0.02i

0.73d
-0.71d
0.44d
-0.71c
1.41e
-0.89j
-0.51k
0.41l
-0.52b
0.02c

Parameters Description
N
YTM
N
YTTU
N
YTSZ

_TN
YT]
_T]
N
YTU
N
_TU
N
YTUS
N
YTUM
N
YTUT
N
YTÇSZ

YT[
_T[
k
YT
k
_T
N
YSZ
N
YSZS
N
YSZT
N
YSZTU
N
YSZM

εpÑÖ
ηq
ÑÖ
εq
ÑÖ
ηq
ÑÖÜ

Estimates
Short
run

Cross price elasticity of demand for retail domestic lamb
with respect to the price of retail beef
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail domestic lamb
with respect to the price of imported retail lamb
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail domestic lamb
with respect to the price of retail poultry
Own price elasticity of supply for retail domestic lamb
Own price elasticity of demand for wholesale domestic
lamb
Own price elasticity of supply for wholesale domestic lamb
Own price elasticity of demand for retail imported lamb
Own price elasticity of supply for retail imported lamb
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail imported lamb
with respect to the price of retail pork
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail imported lamb
with respect to the price of retail beef
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail imported lamb
with respect to the price of domestic retail lamb
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail imported lamb
with respect to the price of retail poultry
Own price elasticity of demand for slaughter lamb
Own price elasticity of supply for slaughter lamb
Own price elasticity of demand for feeder lamb
Own price elasticity of supply for feeder lamb
Own price elasticity of demand for retail poultry
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail poultry with
respect to the price of retail pork
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail poultry with
respect to the price of domestic retail lamb
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail poultry with
respect to the price of imported retail lamb
Cross price elasticity of demand for retail poultry with
respect to the price of retail beef
Own price elasticity of supply for retail poultry
Own price elasticity of demand for wholesale poultry
Own price elasticity of supply for wholesale poultry
Own price elasticity of demand for wholesale exported
poultry

0.05c
0.29b
0.02c

0.15b
-0.35b
0.16b
-0.41b
10.00b
0.02c
0.05c
0.78b
0.02c
-0.33b
0.12b
-0.11b
0.09b
-0.29i

0.04i
0.02c
0.02c
0.18i

0.18d
-0.22d
0.14d
-0.31e

a

Brester and Schroeder (1995); bGIPSA RTI Meat Marketing Study (2007a, b); cPendell et al (2010); dBrester et al., (2004);

e

Pendell et al., (2010); f Zhao, Wahl, and Marsh (2006); g,hMarsh (2003); iBrester (1996); jPaarlberg et al., (2008); k Boonsaeng

and Wohlgenant (2005); lLemieux and Wohlgenant (1989).
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Table SM 2.2: Percentage Change (of Demand and Supply in one Market With Respect to the
Other): Description and Values
Parameter Description
Estimate
qp
γà Percentage change in retail beef supply given one percent change in wholesale beef 0.771e
supply
pq
τà Percentage change in wholesale beef demand given one percent change in retail
0.995e
beef demand
Percentage change in wholesale beef supply given one percent change in slaughter
0.909
γäq
à
cattle supply
τqä
Percentage change in slaughter cattle demand given one percent change in
1.090e
à
wholesale beef demand
ãä
1.070e
γà Percentage change in slaughter cattle supply given one percent change in feeder
cattle supply
Percentage change in feeder cattle demand given one percent change in slaughter
0.957e
τäã
à
cattle demand
γqp
Percentage change in retail pork supply given one percent change in wholesale pork 0.962e
Ñ
supply
Percentage change in wholesale pork demand given one percent change in retail
0.983e
τpq
Ñ
pork demand
γäq
Percentage change in wholesale pork supply given one percent change in slaughter 0.963e
Ñ
hog supply
Percentage change in slaughter hog demand given one percent change in wholesale 0.961e
τqä
Ñ
pork demand
γqp
Percentage change in retail lamb supply given one percent change in wholesale
0.908e
å
lamb supply
τpq
Percentage change in wholesale lamb demand given one percent change in retail
0.731e
å
lamb demand
ãä
Percentage change in slaughter lamb supply given one percent change in feeder
0.864e
γç
lamb supply
äã
Percentage change in feeder lamb demand given one percent change in slaughter
0.962e
τç
lamb demand
0.806e
γqp
ÑÖ Percentage change in retail poultry supply given one percent change in wholesale
poultry supply
1.035e
τpq
ÑÖ Percentage change in wholesale poultry demand given one percent change in retail
poultry demand
e

Pendell et al., (2010)
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Table SM 2.3: Diseases Impacts Across the Supply Chain, for a Small Outbreak Scenario ($
Million)
Retail
Wholesale
Export
Slaughter
Feeder
Total Producer Surplus
Total Consumer
Surplus
Social Surplus

BSE
-7.13
[-10.20; -6.72]
-5.86
[-8; -5.28]
-1.43
[-1.76; -0.69]
0.23
[0.11; 0.23]
-815
[-1,760; -719]
-828
[-1,780; -731]
-2,200
[-2,700; -1,800]
-3,030
[-4,480; -2,540]

RVF
-2.48
[-3.53; -2.32]
-2.04
[-2.80; -1.86]
-55.60
[-68.40; -26.90]
0.06
[0; 0.12]
-405
[-858; -352]
-409
[-864; -356]
-2,230
[-2,660; -1,760]
-2,640
[-3,520; -2,120]

HPAI
-0.47
[-0.81; -0.39]
-497.69
[-647; -466]
-53.44
[-97.80; -51.30]
-0.03
[-0.04; -0.03]
-0.02
[-0.05; -0.02]
-498.14
[-648; -466]
-1,330.29
[-2,270; -1,140]
-1,828.43
[-2,920; -1,610]

Note: The 95% credible intervals are in brackets. Surplus is calculated using average 2007 prices and quantities for
livestock and meat. Totals are not identical to sums of individual surpluses because they are medians of simulations
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Table SM 2.4: Diseases Impacts Across the Supply Chain, for a Medium Outbreak Scenario ($
Million)

Retail
Wholesale
Export
Slaughter
Feeder
Total Producer Surplus
Total Consumer Surplus
Social Surplus

BSE
-127
[-181; -119]
-106
[-145; -96.10]
-2,870
[-3,530; -1,390]
3.77
[1.08; 7.51]
-23,500
[-50,700; -20,700]
-23,700
[-51,100; -20,900]
-20,200
[-27,000; -19,100]
-43,300
[-78,100; -40,400]

RVF
-94.10
[-135; -88.40]
-76.10
[-104; -69.20]
-942
[-1,160; -455]
0.56
[-1.85; 2.41]
-8,350
[-17,500; -7,210]
-8,520
[-17,700; -7,370]
-22,900
[-30,300; -21,700]
-31,000
[-48,000; -29,200]

HPAI
-2.42
[-4.19; -1.99]
-2,659.12
[-3,460; -2,490]
-469.45
[-859; -451]
-0.17
[-0.22; -0.15]
-0.11
[-0.24; -0.10]
-2,661.39
[-3,460; -2,490]
-681.79
[-807; -329]
-2,823.11
[-4,270; -2,820]

Note: The 95% credible intervals are in brackets. Surplus is calculated using average 2007 prices and quantities
for livestock and meat. Totals are not identical to sums of individual surpluses because they are medians of simulations
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CHAPTER 3: INFECTIOUS DISEASE CONTROL AND HUMAN HEALTH
INVESTMENT: LEARNING BY CONTROLLING
1. Introduction
Infectious diseases affect both extensive and intensive labor supply, deplete health and physical
capital and reduce market consumption opportunities (WHO, 2009). For example, during the
2014 Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) outbreak in West Africa, the annual growth of gross domestic
product (GDP) of the most affected countries declines from 8.70% to 0% in Liberia, from
20.72% to -20.6% in Sierra Leone and from 3.94% to 3.81% in Guinea (World Bank, 2017).
The disease also claimed 11,310 lives in those same countries (CDC, 2016). The damaging effect
of diseases on economies, especially the most fragile ones, the recurrence and magnitude of
disease shocks to human health justify the need to study infectious diseases’ impact on
economies in a more systematical way. However, by considering disease as exogenous shocks to
economies, such modeling strategies might be insufficient and inconsistent in understanding the
dynamics and effects of diseases on economies. In contrast, simultaneous modeling presents the
advantage of accounting for both the direct and the indirect feedback effects of disease incidence
on economic variables. The incidence of diseases negatively affects the labor force, while
investments in health and disease control decrease the transmission of the disease and lead to an
accumulation of human health capital (Goenka et al., 2014).
Previous studies have looked at the impact of infectious diseases on the economy.
While their vast majority are devoted to empirical studies, theoretical research activity is also
ongoing. Empirical studies investigate the question of whether there is any economic growth
attached to investing in disease control and quantify the size and direction of the effect. Those
studies rely on the steady states of the economic variables and the estimation of the effect of
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disease control on aggregates such as GDP per capita. Results show substantial positive effects
(Bloom et al., 2009), positive moderate impacts to almost no impact (Ashraf et al., 2009), and
even adverse effects (Acemoglu and Johnson, 2007; Young, 2005). As pointed out by Goenka
and Liu (2012), those studies rest on the theoretical assumptions of a fixed saving rate and
exogenous labor supply in the economy. However, labor supply and saving rate may be
endogenous to the disease incidence. Therefore, an improved modeling approach that relies upon
a simultaneous modeling of the dynamics of the economy and the explicit dynamics of the
disease (Goenka et al., 2014) may highlight the level effects and economic fluctuations of the
incidence of the disease on labor supply and health capital accumulation.
To untangle the two-way interaction between the disease transmission and the
economy, and in order to improve the understanding of disease impacts on the economy at the
macro level, we simultaneously model the disease and the economic dynamics. Applying a
continuous-time neo-classical growth model, we endogenize the disease variable and
parameters6, and account for the direct effects of the disease on the economy through the
depletion of health capital and reduction of labor supply. Since the devastating Ebola Virus
Disease outbreak in 2014 in West Africa, attention has increased to preparedness and
responsiveness to epidemics and pandemics worldwide (WHO, 2016). Multiple donors, public
health organizations, global humanitarian and non-for-profit organizations have set forth a score
of actions and spent more than $500 million to control the disease (WHO, 2016). However,
recently, a new EVD breaks out in central Africa and anyone could wonder whether any learned
lessons from the 2014 outbreak could enhance the control of the ongoing outbreak. Learning-by-

6

Most epidemiology models take those parameters as exogenous and utterly dependent on the biological
system.
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controlling, in a fashion analogous to the learning-by-doing applied to human capital in an
endogenous growth model (Lucas, 1988; Romer, 1990), is a process that may reduce the cost of
disease control and the likelihood or incidence of the next outbreak. Hence, the learning-bycontrolling may enhance health capital accumulation.
Unlike previous studies (Geoffard and Philipson, 1996, Kremer1996; Gersovitz and
Hammer, 2004), this paper endogenizes the effect of infectious diseases on the economy through
human health capital and labor supply, taking the perspective of preparedness and
responsiveness to diseases, as well as the learning in controlling the diseases. First, we consider a
highly deadly disease with a non-waning immunity, i.e., the likelihood of relapse after recovery
is zero, as it is with EVD (Berge et al., 2017). Second, after explicitly modeling the dynamics of
EVD, we separate investment in general health expenditures from disease control as opposed to
Grossman (1972) or Goenka et al., (2014). The two types of investment differ by their
origination, purpose, and effect on the disease. For instance, during the EVD outbreak in West
Africa in 2014, the response was mostly humanitarian and came from donors instead of local
public health authorities. Since the year 2014 EVD outbreak, the share of external aid of the
current health expenditures of the affected countries has increased dramatically. Two years
before the outbreak, in 2012, the estimated share was 21.8 percent, 43.2 percent and 22 percent
in Sierra Leone, Liberia, and Guinea, respectively. In the year 2015, at the end of the outbreak,
the estimated share jumped to 52.6 percent , 70.9 percent and 24.9 percent in Sierra Leone,
Liberia, and Guinea, respectively. These increases are higher than the 10-year average in the
countries, suggesting an atypical investment of resource devoted to disease control, in the
fashion that differs from the general health expenditures. Here, the response was mostly
concerned with containing the disease than with rebuilding the health system. While medical
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expenditures may affect the disease indirectly through the extant health capital in the moment of
the disease invasion, disease control directly affects the parameters such as the transmission rate
of the disease. Third, we also allow for a learning process associated with the disease control
such that accumulated control measures increase knowledge about the disease and reduce the
damage potential of the disease. Also, the learning-by-controlling can result in decreased control
costs and improved efficiency.
Empirical results show that the model has a disease-free steady state and an endemic
steady state. As the discount rate changes, health capital, disease control, the fraction of
susceptible and recovered, labor, medical expenditures, output, and consumption at steady state
change monotonically in the disease-free model, while they exhibit a non-monotone behavior in
the endemic model. The comparative statics on equilibrium outcomes show non-linearities in
steady states, as opposed to the assumed linearity in reduced-form empirical studies that look at
the effects of diseases on the economy. That highlights the role of endogenous change in health
expenditures and disease control. Learning-by-controlling, health capital, disease control
investments, as well as consumption and output, in most part, increase for a low discount rate.
Likewise, the output share of investments in disease control and general medical expenditures
increases for a low discount rate.
Section Two lays out the model while section Three and Four solve the model and
discuss the steady states. Section Five calibrates the model and section Six studies the effects of
the varying discount rate on the steady states of the economic variables.
2. Model
We focus our modeling effort on medical expenditures in health, disease control and the learning
attached to it. We consider a one-sector growth model where labor is supplied inelastically by the
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susceptible and the recovered from the disease. Goenka et al. (2014) have shown that elastic
labor supply labor does not alter the dynamics of the model with disease incidence. There is a
continuum of individuals of mass é{ , made of susceptible è{ , infected ê{ and recovered ë{ . We
allow two categories of health investments: general health investment ~{ , that can take the form
of investment in health infrastructures and medical expenditures and only affect the disease
dynamics indirectly; and disease control investments í{ spent as an emergency or humanitarian
action which directly affect the incidence of the disease.
The model allows for learning ì{ through disease control investments í{ . The learningby-controlling reduces the cost of next disease control and the likelihood or incidence of the next
outbreak. We can also illustrate learning-by-controlling by the differential responsiveness
between two countries depending on their preparedness to the disease as well as on how weak
and limited the infrastructure and capital are in each context. So that, starting with the same level
of learning-by-controlling a country that has higher capital level could spend more resources in
disease control than a country where the capital level is limited; and thus, accumulates more
knowledge about the disease. Although learning-by-controlling might be non-rivalrous, we do
not account for any spillover effects in this model. Engaging disease control í{ and applying the
existing knowledge ì{ creates more learning-by-controlling. The learning-by-controlling process
is a state variable which has a law of motion:
îì{ ⁄îï = X(í{ , ì{ )

(1)

In equation (1), function X(. ) is increasing in control measures í{ and extant learning ì{ . That is
the learning-by-controlling increases for increasing disease control measures and extant learning.
The simultaneous model, formulated as a social planner’s problem, results from a twoway interaction between health capital, the dynamics of the susceptible and the recovered and the
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disease incidence. A social planner formulation guarantees that the best possible outcome
maximizes social welfare. For two reasons, individual choices to control the epidemiology
parameters (Geoffard and Philipson, 1996; Kremer, 1996; Philipson, 2000) might be suboptimal.
First, the externality in the disease transmission can lead to underspending of private disease
control measures. Second, because of the contagion effects, private control may not be sufficient
to curb the disease (Goenka et al., 2014). Furthermore, a social planner's formulation allows
consumption for everyone in the economy, irrespective of their health condition and; thus, we do
not need to keep track of individual health history over time. The social planner is endowed with
an initial stock of health ℎl , which depreciates at the rate ò, where 0 ≤ ò ≤ 1. The next subsections give a detailed account of the disease and the economic models.
2.1. Dynamics of SIR Epidemiology Model
The epidemiology model describes the dynamics of the disease. The dynamics of the disease are
formed by a flow of mass between different compartments of the population depending on their
status regarding the disease and connected through the disease parameters. Consider a standard
epidemiology model with three compartments: the susceptible è{ , the infected ê{ , and the
recovered ë{ . This type of compartmental model has been used to study EVD (Berge et al.,
2017). Figure 3.1 depicts the flow of the mass between the three compartments. Individuals are
born healthy, without immunity to the disease, are susceptible to the disease, and upon infection
become infective, i.e., can transmit the disease to others. They are equally likely to contract the
disease, regardless of their age. There is a net birth rate † that does not depend on the disease
dynamics (Hethcote, 2000). We denote by é the total population size at time zero so that
é = èl + êl + ël .
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Three main parameters characterize the disease: the transmission, recovery and death
rates °{ , `{ and ¢{ , respectively. The susceptible è{ are prone to the infection and do not have
any acquired immunity against the pathogenic agent. They become infected with probability °{
(remain susceptible with probability 1 − a{ ). The infected recovered with probability `{ and die
with probability ¢{ . Therefore, the dynamics of the susceptible and infected compartments at
time ï are:
îè{ ⁄îï = †é{ − °{ ê{ è{ /é{
îê{ ⁄îï = °{ ê{ è{ /é{ − (`{ + ¢{ )ê{
Individual’s die at the per capita rate of ¢{ . Since è{ , ê{ and ë{ are measured in the
number of people; it follows that îè{ ⁄îï , î ê{ ⁄îï and îë{ ⁄îï are the number of susceptible
and infected per unit of time. The net birth rate † is the net number of people born per unit of
time and ¢{ the per capita death rate due to disease. °{ ê{ is the force of the infection while °{ è{
is the number of susceptible who become infected per unit of time per infectious individual.
è{ /é{ is the probability that a contact is with a susceptible. However, not all contacts with
susceptible necessarily lead to transmission. The transmission coefficient, °{ is the probability
that contact results in transmission while °{ ê{ è{ /é{ is the actual incidence of the disease,
meaning the number of individuals who become infected per unit of time.
The infected, ê{ , who form the prevalence of the disease, recover and move to the
compartment of recovered at the rate `{ . The recovered acquire immunity and cannot be reinfected by the same strain of the disease, which is consistent with the knowledge about the EVD
(Berge et al., 2017). Hence, the dynamic of the recovered at time ï is:
îë{ ⁄îï = `{ ê{
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Putting the three differential equations together, we get the dynamics7 of the disease as
follow:
îè{ ⁄îï = †é{ − °{ ê{ è{ /é{
îê{ ⁄îï = °{ ê{ è{ /é{ − (`{ + ¢{ )ê {
îë{ ⁄îï = `{ ê{
è{ , é{ > 0; ê{ , ë{ ≥ 0 ∀ ï; èl , él > 0; êl , ël ≥ 0; é = èl + êl + ël

The dynamics of the population é{ is such that îé{ ⁄îï = †éï − ¢ï êï . However, we do include those
dynamics in our problem, since we are more interested in the steady states rather than the paths of the
solutions to the problem.
7
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Figure 3.1: Ebola SIR Compartment Disease Model

b

S

a{ è{

`{ ê{

I
¢{ ê{

°{ = Transmission rate
`{ = Recovery rate
¢{ = Death rate due to disease
S= Susceptible population
I= Infected population
R= Recovered population
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R

To fit a general description of the disease without considering the size of the population
of a specific country, we re-arrange the model as a frequency incidence model where every
compartment is in terms of the proportion of the total population. As it appears in this model, the
transmission rate °{ does not depend on the actual population but instead on the relative
frequency of the infectives in the population. That allows us to abstract away from the usual
mass incidence model where the dynamics of the disease depend on the number of infections.
Anderson and May (1991) observe that the standard incidence model is common in
epidemiology literature since the contact rate appears to be very weakly associated with the size
of the population. We assume that newborns balance the dead people, such that the size of the
population is constant, allowing us to isolate the frequency incidence model. To get the
frequency incidence model, we divide each variable by the constant population é, such that:
™{ = è{ ⁄é ; ´{ = ê{ ⁄é ; ¨{ = ë{ ⁄é.
Therefore, the differential equation governing the disease is:
î™{ ⁄îï = † − °{ ´{ ™{

(2)

î´{ ⁄îï = °{ ´{ ™{ − (`{ + ¢{ )´ {

(3)

î¨{ ⁄îï = `{ ´{

(4)

1 = ™{ + ´{ + ¨{

(5)

Equations (2)-(5) can further be re-arranged as a two -dimensional system of equations below
since the first two equations are independent of the third.
î™{ ⁄îï = † − °{ ´{ ™{
î´{ ⁄îï = °{ ´{ ™{ − (`{ + ¢{ )´ {
¨{ = 1 − ™{ − ´{
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2.2. Equilibrium of the Epidemiology Model
The steady state of the SIR model hinges on equating equations (2)-(4) to zero and solving for
the state variables. First, to get the sense of the maximum prevalence of the disease, it suffices to
solve for the equation
≠̇{ = °{ ´{ ™{ − (`{ + ¢{ )´ { = 0. The prevalence first increases at time zero
≠̇l = °l ´l ™l − (`l + ¢l )´ l > 0, which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for an initial
increase in the number of infected: (°l ™l )⁄(`l + ¢l ) > 1. The maximum prevalence is attained
when equation (3) equals zero, meaning ™ = (` + ¢)⁄α. Equilibrium values are represented
without time subscript. While the disease-free steady state is trivial since it occurs when there is
no infection meaning ™̃ + ¨̃ = 1, the equilibrium with disease relies on the behavior of the basic
reproduction number ℛl (Hethcote, 2000). Here, the subscript 0 is not a time subscript but just
notational and follows the convention.
When ℛl = ° ⁄(` + ¢) < 1 and ≠̇l > 0, the number of infectives decreases to zero,
and the disease dies out. The infectives decrease rapidly to zero, and the birth slowly increases
the susceptible until eventually everyone is susceptible at disease-free equilibrium ™̃ + ¨̃ = 1.
When ℛl = °⁄(` + ¢) > 1, ≠̇l is small, ™l is large with °⁄(` + ¢) ™l > 1, then ™{ decreases
and ´{ increases up to a peak then decreases. The dynamics here are such that after the fraction of
the infections falls from the maximum prevalence and reaches the lower level, the birth of new
susceptible increases gradually the fraction of susceptible until ° ⁄(` + ¢) ™{ is large enough that
another outbreak occurs such that
™̃ = (` + ¢)⁄° , ≠̃ = †⁄` + ¢ , ¨̃ = (` + ¢)(° − ` − ¢) − †° ⁄(` + ¢)° . The equilibrium
characterizes an endemic disease, where the disease is present. Although, all susceptible have
been infected and are now immune, not only new persons are born susceptible, but some
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individuals escape the disease, an observation made in practice and confirmed by the model
(Martcheva, 2015).
2.3. Description of the Economy
The economy is a one-sector growth model, with a possibility of learning-by-controlling
diseases, that endogenizes the dynamics of disease to allow a two-way interaction between
disease and economic dynamics. There is a continuum of individuals of mass é{ . Labor supply in
the economy comes from the susceptible ™{ and recovered ¨{ . The infected are ill and cannot
work. We consider that, in the absence of unemployment security the recovered will enter the
labor force upon recovery. They, then, add to the susceptible to form the working population.
The fraction of workers is bounded by one, such that 0 ≤ ™{ + ¨{ ≤ 1 ∀ ï. The labor is
indivisible and is supplied inelastically. At the time ï, the labor supply inherits the dynamics of
î™{ ⁄îï and î¨{ ⁄îï as follows:
î™{ ⁄îï = † − °{ (1 − ™{ − ¨{ )™{

(6)

î¨{ ⁄îï = `{ (1 − ™{ − ¨{ )
By endogenizing the transmission, recovery, and death rates, we consider that the
transmission rate can be affected by disease control í{ , existing health capital ℎ{ , and learningby controlling the disease ì{ , while recovery and death rates are function of health capital. The
transmission rate function is a monotone decreasing function of disease control, health capital
and learning-by-controlling, i.e. higher disease control measures, higher learning-by-controlling
and higher health capital reduce the transmission rate of the disease.
Furthermore, the transmission rate function °(. ) satisfies the following conditions:
i. °(. ): ℝaµ → [0,1]
ii.

°(0, 0, 0) = 1
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°(. ) is such that °Q (í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ ) ≤ 0; °\ (í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ ) ≤ 0; °a (í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ ) ≤ 0

iii.

and °QQ (í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ ) ≥ 0; °\\ (í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ ) ≥ 0; °aa (í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ ) ≥ 0. The transmission rate takes
values such that:
0 ≤ °(í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ ) ≤ 1.
Similarly, the death rate ¢(. ) is a function of health capital such that
¢ π (ℎ{ ) ≤ 0 and ¢ ππ (ℎ{ ) ≥ 0. The death rate is not a function of disease control8. The recovery
rate `(. ) is a function of health capital such that:
` π (ℎ{ ) ≥ 0 and `′′(ℎ{ ) ≤ 0.
The main components of the economic model are detailed below.
Social welfare function: Households value consumption and inelastically supply labor.
Incorporating an endogenous labor supply leaves the dynamics invariant under certain regularity
conditions (Goenka et al., 2014). The lifetime discounted social welfare function is:
Ω

(7)

∫{æl ì xº{ ø(¿{ ),
Where ¿{ the consumption at time ï, ø(. ) is a utility function such that øπ ≥ 0, øππ ≤ 0 and

¡´~ øπ = ∞ ; ¡´~ øπ =0 . The discount rate ≈ ´™ such that ≈ > 0 ∀ ï. Both infected and non-

¬√ → l

¬√ → Ω

infected consume.
Endowments: The representative consumer starts the course of its life with endowment
ℎl of health capital. For simplicity and to reduce the dimensionality of the problem, there is no
physical capital in the economy.

8

The 2014 EVD outbreak has about 60% death rate. Although vaccine assays are ongoing and some with
successful experimentation on humans in the ongoing outbreak in the East of DRC, they were not
available in 2014 when the disease broke out, and EVD is still highly deadly.
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Single Production Sector: The production function P(ℎ{ ) takes as input health capital ℎ{ ,
capturing both extensive and intensive labor supply. The function P(ℎ{ ) is the usual neo-classical
technology, increasing in health capital, but the marginal product is decreasing.
Resources Constraint: General health investments ~{ represent the investments that
enter the health production function and are not related directly to disease control. They stand for
medical expenditures to augment the health capital and are related to health conditions other than
the disease under study. When an EVD breaks out, resources í{ are spent to control the disease.
The output

{

= P(ℎ{ ) is used for consumption ¿{ , general medical expenditures ~{ and disease

control í{ .
¿{ + ~{ + í{ = P(ℎ{ )

(8)

Law of Motion of Human Health Capital: Social planner carries to time ï the precedent
health capital reduced by how much the disease depletes health capital. The disease-related death
rate ¢ (ℎ{ ) captures the depletion effect of the outbreak on health capital through ¢ (ℎ{ ) ´{ =
¢(ℎ{ ) (1 − ™{ − ¨{ ). We allow in the model the usual depreciation rate of health capital,
whereby health capital depreciates with the time. Health capital is augmented through the health
production function À(~{ ), that takes as inputs the general medical expenditures, and net births.
Therefore, the law of motion of health capital is:
îℎ{ ⁄îï = À(~{ ) − [ò + ¢(ℎ{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ ) − †]ℎ{ ,
where Àπ (~{ ) ≥ 0 and À′′(~{ ) ≤ 0.
3. Social Planner’s Problem
The social planner’s problem is to choose consumption, medical expenditures and disease
control investments as well as the next period health stock. The social planner chooses
¿{ , ~{ and í{ in a manner that maximizes welfare to the economy :
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(9)

Ω

~ÃÕ œ ì xº{ ø(¿{ )îï

z√ , |√ , Œ√ {æl

subject to:
î™{ ⁄îï = † − °(í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ )™{
î¨{ ⁄îï = `(ℎ{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ )
îℎ{ ⁄îï = À(~{ ) − [ò + ¢(ℎ{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ ) − †]ℎ{
¿{ + í{ + ~{ = P(ℎ{ )
îì{ ⁄îï = X(í{ , ì{ )
(10)

0 < ™{ ≤ 1
0 ≤ ¨{ ≤ 1
~{ ³ 0; ¿{ > 0; í{ ³ 0;
ìl ³ 0; ℎl > 0; ™l > 0 ; ¨l ³ 0

We formulate the problem in a constrained optimal control framework. The Lagrangian
ℒ(ℎ{ , ¿{ , ™{ , ¨{ , ~{ , í{ , ì{ , —E , “{ ), associated to the Hamiltonian, is a function of control variables,
¿{ , ~{ , í{ , the state variables ℎ{ , ™{ , ¨{ , ì{ , the co-state variables vector —E and Lagrangian
multiplier “{ . In terms of current Hamiltonian ”, the Lagrangian is:
ℒ(ℎ{ , ¿{ , ¨{ , ™{ , ~{ , í{ , ì{ , —, “)
= ø(¿{ ) + ‘{Q [À(~{ ) − [ò + ¢(ℎ{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ ) − †]ℎ{ ]
+ ‘{\ [† − °(í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ )™{ ] + ‘{a [`(ℎ{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ )]
+ ‘{c [X(í{ , ì{ )] + “{ [P(ℎ{ ) − ¿{ − í{ − ~{ ]
The problem is not concave since the law of motion of the susceptible is not concave
due to the increasing returns of controlling diseases on the susceptible. Therefore, Mangasarian
conditions do not apply. That is because the Hessian of the maximized Hamiltonian may not be
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negative definite since it is possible that9

’÷ ◊ ∗
’ ÷ [√

> 0. Goenka et al. (2014) have nevertheless

shown that there is an optimal solution to the problem, relying on the weak compactness of the
feasible set, the weakly convergence of state variables and their associated derivatives, as well as
the continuity of the state variables.
3.1. Dynamics Without Learning-by-Controlling
This baseline analysis abstracts away from learning-by-controlling in the economy. Let assume
that the social planner does not learn from disease control. Such an analysis leaves out one state
variable. Factors such as recurrence or duration of the disease can explain such a setting. For
instance, a disease outbreak for which the country does not have a precedent, or a disease with a
low likelihood to turning into an enduring epidemic reduces the opportunity to learning-bycontrolling. The Lagrangian associated with the current Hamiltonian becomes:
ℒ(ℎ{ , ¿{ , ¨{ , ™{ , ~{ , í{ , —E , “{ )
= ø(¿{ ) + ‘{Q [À(~{ ) − [ò + ¢(ℎ{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ ) − †]ℎ{ ]
+ ‘{\ [† − °(í{ , ℎ{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ )™{ ] + ‘{a [`(ℎ{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ )]
+ “{ [P(ℎ{ ) − ¿{ − í{ − ~{ ]
The optimality and transversality conditions below define the solutions:
¿{ : øπ (¿{ ) = “{

(11)

~{ : ‘{Q Àπ (~{ ) = “{

(12)

í{ : − ‘{\ (1 − ™{ − ¨{ )°Q (í{ , ℎ{ ) = “{

(13)

îℎ{ ⁄îï : î‘{Q ⁄îï = ‘{Q Ÿ≈ + ò − † + (1 − ™{ − ¨{ )⁄ℎ{ ¢′(ℎ{ ) + ¢(ℎ{ )¤‹ +

(14)

‘{\ [(1 − ™{ − ¨{ )°\ (í{ , ℎ{ ) ] − ‘{a [(1 − ™{ − ¨{ ) `′(ℎ{ )] − “{Q P π (ℎ{ )

9

Which rules out the Arrow sufficiency conditions.
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î™{ ⁄îï : î‘{\ ⁄îï = −‘{Q ℎ{ ¢(ℎ{ ) + ‘{\ [≈ + °(í{ , ℎ{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ ) − °(í{ , ℎ{ )™{ ] +

(15)

‘{a [`(ℎ{ )]
î¨{ ⁄îï : î‘{a ⁄îï = −‘{Q ℎ{ ¢(ℎ{ ) − ‘{\ [°(í{ , ℎ{ )™{ ] + ‘{a [≈ + `(ℎ{ )]
¡´~ ‘{Q ì xº{ ℎ{ = 0

(16)

{→Ω

The co-state variables ‘{Q , ‘{\ , and ‘{a represent the shadow values of health capital, the
susceptible and recovered, respectively.
Equation (12) implies that the value of the marginal product of health expenditures
equals the marginal utility of consumption. That is, the marginal benefit of health expenditures
equals the cost of forgoing a unit of consumption. Similarly, combining equations (11) and (13),
we have:
−‘{\ (1 − ™{ − ¨{ )°Q (í{ , ℎ{ ) = øπ (¿{ )

(17)

Equation (17) implies that the cumulative value of the marginal benefit of disease
control on the fraction of the susceptible and recovered equals the marginal cost of a unit of
consumption spent in controlling the disease. Therefore, the social planner will invest in disease
control up to the point where the marginal benefit of disease control on the working population
equals the marginal utility of consumption.
3.2. Dynamics with Learning-by-Controlling
In this situation, learning-by-controlling is accumulated through disease control. Having
learning-by-controlling in the model alters the social planner’s problem in a couple of aspects.
First, there is another motive - if desirable for the society - to invest in disease control besides the
curbing of the outbreak. The motive is to enhance the knowledge about the disease such that any
future outbreak might be curbed effectively and at a lower cost. Learning-by-controlling
enhances preparedness for disease outbreak and improves the incidence of the disease, which
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indirectly affects health capital accumulation. Second, although our model does not consider
such a case, the learning-by-controlling could have spillover effects within the economy such
that higher labor productivity could be achieved because of lower disease incidence. Third,
learning-by-controlling adds one more dimension to the problem, increasing the mathematical
complexity. We provide a numerical comparison of the dynamics of the economic variables in
models with and without learning-by-controlling in a later section of this chapter.
The Lagrangian associated with the current Hamiltonian is:
ℒ(ℎ{ , ¿{ , ¨{ , ™{ , ì{ ~{ , í{ , —E , “{ )
= ø(¿{ ) + ‘{Q [À(~{ ) − [ò + ¢(ℎ{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ ) − †]ℎ{ ]
+ ‘{\ [† − °(í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ )™{ ] + ‘{a [`(ℎ{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ )]
+ ‘{c [X(í{ , ì{ )] + “{ [P(ℎ{ ) − ¿{ − í{ − ~{ ]
The optimality conditions are:
¿{ : øπ (¿{ ) = “{
~{ : ‘{Q Àπ (~{ ) = “{
í{ : − ‘{\ (1 − ™{ − ¨{ )°Q (í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ ) + ‘{c XQ (í{ , ì{ ) = “{

(18)

îℎ{ ⁄îï : î‘{Q ⁄îï = ‘{Q Ÿ≈ + ò − † + (1 − ™{ − ¨{ )⁄ℎ{ ¢ π (ℎ{ ) + ¢(ℎ{ )¤‹ +

(19)

‘{\ [(1 − ™{ − ¨{ )°\ (í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ )] − ‘{a [(1 − ™{ − ¨{ )` π (ℎ{ )] − “{ P π (ℎ{ )
î™{ ⁄îï : î‘{\ ⁄îï = −‘{Q ℎ{ ¢(ℎ{ ) + ‘{\ [≈ + °(í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ ) −

(20)

°(í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ )™{ ] + ‘{a [`(ℎ{ )]
î¨{ ⁄îï : î‘{a ⁄îï = −‘{Q ℎ{ ¢(ℎ{ ) − ‘{\ [°(í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ )™{ ] + ‘{a [≈ + `(ℎ{ )]

(21)

îì{ ⁄îï : î‘{c ⁄îï = ‘{\ [(1 − ™{ − ¨{ )™{ °a (í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ )] + ‘{c [≈ − X\ (í{ , ì{ )]

(22)

¡´~ ‘{Q ì xº{ ℎ{ = 0; ¡´~ ‘c ì xº{ ì{ = 0

(23)

{→Ω

{→Ω

Combining equations (11) and (18), we have:
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−‘{\ (1 − ™{ − ¨{ )°Q (í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ ) + ‘{c XQ (í{ , ì{ ) = øπ (¿{ )

(24)

Equation (24) implies that the cumulative value of the marginal benefit of disease
control on labor force, through the susceptible and recovered, and on learning-by-controlling
equals the marginal cost of a unit of consumption spent in controlling the disease. Therefore, the
social planner will invest in disease control up to the point where the marginal benefit of disease
control on the working population and on learning-by-controlling disease equals the marginal
utility of consumption.
4. The Steady States of the Economy
To understand the equilibrium of the economy, we characterize the steady states of disease
control, medical expenditures, health capital, learning-by-controlling, consumption, the fraction
of the susceptible and recovered, and the resulting labor supply by the working population. The
economy has a disease-free and an endemic steady state. Given the first order conditions of the
optimization, there is always a disease-free steady state that does not depend on parameter
values. Such a steady state occurs when the ™̃ + ¨̃ = 1, the susceptible and recovered make the
entire population, they are healthy and able to supply labor. Under the endemic condition, the
first order conditions lead to a steady state with parameters constraints. The sufficiency
conditions are analogous to the one in Goenka et al. (2014) and are based on weak compactness
of the feasible set.
The steady states of the economic variables in the social planner’s problem derive from
the system of non-linear equations (18)-(22), (11)-(12), (8)-(9), (6) and (1). Let the system of the
equations be a matrix [›] (see supplementary material SM 3.1 for details). The steady states
solve for:
[›] = [5]

(25)
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The economy has a disease-free steady state characterized by ™̃ + ¨̃ = 1; However, when ﬁ™ +
¨̃ = (` + ¢ − †)⁄(` + ¢), meaning ™̃ + ¨̃ < 1, the economy has an endemic steady state.
Case 1: ™̃ + ¨̃ = 1. Consider the first order condition on disease control: í =
−‘\ (1 − ™{ − ¨{ )°Q (í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ ) + ‘c XQ (í{ , ì{ ) = “{ >0 implies that íﬂ = 0 since °Q (í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ )
and XQ (í{ , ì{ ) are finite. A disease-free steady state exists for all parameters values since ™̃ +
¨̃ = 1 is parameter-free.
Case 2: An endemic steady state exists if and only if there exists `, ¢ and † > 0 such
that ™̃ + ¨̃ < 1, and (™̃ , ¨̃ , ℎ‡, ì̃ , ~
ﬁ , íﬂ, ¿̃ ) is an endemic steady state solution to the dynamical
system (25). There are non-negative ™̃ , ¨̃ , ℎ‡, ì̃ , ~
ﬁ , íﬂ and ¿̃ as solutions to the dynamical system
(25) which characterizes the endemic steady state.
The economy has a unique disease-free steady state: the disease is completely
eradicated; the working population is healthy and entirely able to supply labor. Furthermore,
there is no need to invest in disease control. Subsequently, learning-by-controlling is limited to
the existing knowledge ì̅. Such a steady state always exists and is parameter-free.
However, when the transmission rate among the susceptible is greater than zero, and
the working population fraction is less than one, there is an endemic steady state. In that state,
the disease is prevalent and depletes the health of the working population and their ability to
work. That translates into fewer hours worked and reduced productivity for an hour worked.
Furthermore, there is a non-negative investment in medical expenditures and disease control.
Because of the investment in disease control, there is an added learning-by-controlling to the
existing knowledge. The two types of steady states are exclusive.
The disease-free steady state has a closed form while the endemic steady state is more
mathematical involved and cannot be solved analytically. In the next section, we provide more
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details using some functional forms to solve numerically by Newton Raphson method the
endemic steady state.
5. Model Calibration
In this section, we calibrate the model using specific functional forms and parameters that
describe both the economy and the disease. The calibration exercise concerns both the
epidemiology model and the economy. We calibrate the epidemiology model using the transition
matrix (see Table 3.1) which stands for the likelihood to move from one compartment to another.
Disease parameters such as the recovery and death rate are drawn from literature and from the
year 2014 outbreak of EVD in West Africa (WHO, 2016; Berge et al., 2017). There is a 2
percent chance to contract the disease once an individual is in contact with the pathogen. Thus,
the susceptible stay prone to the disease with probability 0.98. There is one initial case from
which the outbreak starts and spreads. Once infected, there is a 40 percent chance to remain
infected and 60 percent to recover, which is consistent with the fatality rate of the disease (WHO,
2016). Once an individual recover there is a 99 percent chance that she will stay recovered and
unlikely to be infected by the same strain of EVD (Berge et al., 2017). We use the actual
population size in Liberia (4.7 million), Sierra Leone (7million) and Guinea (12 million), the
most affected countries by the 2014 EVD outbreak. The data on the disease such as the observed
recovered population and disease control coverage rate are drawn from the humanitarian data
exchange of the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHAHDX, 2018). The simulation uses a Markovian chain that takes in the initial conditions, time and
the transition matrix probabilities (Table 3.1) to generate the state of the disease at period ï.
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Table 3.1: Transition Matrix of EVD SIR Model (in probability)
S
0.98
0
0

S
I
R

I
0.02
0.40
0.01

R
0
0.60
0.99

The next exercise is to calibrate the economy and the dynamical model resulting from the
two-way interaction between the economy and the disease. To characterize an example of steady
state, we specify functional forms that meet the assumptions of the model. Let the preferences
take the functional form ø(¿{ ) = ¡‚À(¿{ ). The output and health production functions have the
following functional forms:
„

‰

P(ℎ{ ) = ℎ{ ; À(~{ ) = ~{ Â ,
where 0 < ÊQ < 1; 0 < Á < 1. The learning-by-controlling function is a-la-Romer with the
existing knowledge ì{ , the disease control investment í{ scaled by the effectiveness of the
disease control ε. In a multiplicative form, X(í{ , ì{ ) = εí{ ì{ . Finally, let respectively the death,
transmission, and recovery rates functions have the functional forms:
¢(ℎ{ ) = ì x‰÷ v√ ; °(ℎ{ , í{ , ì{ ) = ì x‰Ë v√ Œ√ d√ ; `(ℎ{ ) = −ì x‰È v√ ,
where 0 < Ê\ < 1; 0 < Êa < 1, 0 < Êc < 1 .
A disease-free steady state satisfies the following conditions:
™̃ + ¨̃ = 1 → ¢⁄ℎ‡¤ = °⁄ℎ‡, íﬂ, ì̃ ¤ = `⁄ℎ‡¤ = 0; íﬂ = 0; îℎ{ ⁄îï = îì{ ⁄îï = 0
îℎ{ ⁄îï = 0 → ~
ﬁ ‰Â = òℎ‡

(26)

From the conditions on the co-state variables, we have:
î‘{ ⁄îï = 0 →

(≈ + ò − †) Áℎ‡„xQ
=
ﬁ ‰Â xQ
¿̃
ÊQ ¿̃ ~

(27)

Plugging in the expression of ℎ‡ in equation (27) we solve for ~
ﬁ , ℎ‡, ÍÎ, and ¿̃ as:
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(≈ + ò − †) Q
~
ﬁ =[
]„‰Â xQ
ÊQ Áò (Qx„)

(28)

‰Â

(29)

„‰Â

(30)

(≈ + ò − †) „‰Â xQ
ℎ‡ = ÏÌ
Ó
Ôò
ÊQ Áò (Qx„)
(≈ + ò − †) „‰Â xQ
ÍÎ = ÏÌ
Ó
Ôò „
(Qx„)
ÊQ Áò
„‰Â

Q

(≈ + ò − †) „‰Â xQ
(≈ + ò − †) „‰Â xQ
„
¿̃ = ÍÎ − ~
ﬁ = ÏÌ
Ó
Ô

ò
−
ÏÌ
Ó
Ô
ÊQ Áò (Qx„)
ÊQ Áò (Qx„)

(31)

Equations (28)-(31) characterize the disease-free steady state for medical expenditures, health
capital, output and consumption. The endemic steady state is solved numerically.
In the calibrated model, we use the following parameters: ÊQ = 0.2; Ê\ = 0.5; Êa =
0.5; Êc = 0.5; Á = 0.36; ò = 0.05 and † = 0.0482. The choice of parameters follows the
convention. If there is no existing convention to follow, especially for the parameters related to
health production functions and disease dynamics, parameters are chosen such that the
assumptions imposed on the functions are met. The birth rate † is the average fertility rate in
Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Guinea, during the period of the outbreak (World Bank, 2014).
Figures 3.2-3.4 illustrate the calibrated disease model outcomes and compare them to
the actual data. In Figure 3.2 the observed recovered from EVD outbreak in 2014 are plotted
against their simulated counterparts. Results show that the calibrated model matches well the
data from the three countries. The calibration proves that the SIR model predicts in most part the
dynamics of the diseases. Next, Figures 3.3-3.4 illustrate the simulated recovered with the actual
disease control coverage rate. The disease control coverage rate is the ratio of the available or
allocated humanitarian aid and the resources necessary to control the disease as estimated by the
United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA-HDX, 2018). For
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Liberia, Figure 3.3 shows the observed recovered and the disease control coverage rate while
Figure 3.4 illustrates the simulated recovered and the disease control coverage rate. Results show
that disease control coverage rate increases with time. For an increased disease control rate, the
fraction of recovered increases. Therefore, there a proportional relationship between the disease
control coverage rate and the number of recovered.
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Figure 3.2: Dynamics of EVD Model: The Observed and Simulated Recovered
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Figure 3.3: Disease Control Coverage Rate and The Observed Number of Recovered

Figure 3.4: Disease Control Coverage Rate and The Simulated Number of Recovered
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6. Effects of the Varying Discount Rate on the Steady States
To study the effects of an increasing average lifespan within the population on the dynamics of
the economy with and without disease, we examine the comparative statics of the variables in
equilibrium for varying discount rate. This analysis considers the discount rate as a measure of
longevity within the population (Hall and Jones, 2007; Goenka et al., 2014). As the average
lifespan increases among the population, people become more patient. That is to say that as the
average lifespan increases within the population, people discount less time. From the analytical
solutions of the disease-free scenario, in equations (28)-(31) and the numerical simulation of the
endemicity, we plot in Figures 3.5a -3.5c the behavior of each economic variable as the discount
rate increases, i.e., as people become less patient. Figures 3.5a refers to the scenario of the
disease-free while Figures 3.5b-3.5c stand for the endemic situations with and without learningby-controlling, respectively.
Dynamics for the disease-free scenario are illustrated in Figure 3.5 a. For the diseasefree steady state, there is full employment, zero disease control and learning-by-controlling is
equal to the existing knowledge, fixed at 0.24. For an increasing discount rate, meaning that
people become less patient, health capital, general medical expenditures, consumption, and
output decrease. However, the output share of the medical expenditures increases, but at a
decreasing rate as the discount rate falls. The results are consistent with the findings in Goenka et
al. (2014) and with the neo-classical growth model.
Figures 3.5b-3.5c refer to the dynamics of endemic scenario with and without learningby-controlling. The dynamics of the economic variables at steady states are non-linear and nonmonotonic. There is a non-linear relationship between the discount rate and the economic
variables at steady state when the economy in under disease invasion. Economic variables such
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as labor, health capital, medical expenditures, and disease control investment exhibit nonmonotonicity for varying discount rate. Disease control expenses first increase before declining
for the discount rate below 0.2. Learning-by-controlling, first declines before slightly increasing
for the discount rate values less or equal to 0.1. General medical expenditures first increase and
then decrease for the discount rate below 0.1.
The combined effect of disease control, and medical expenditures leads to an increase
in health capital accumulation when the discount rate decreases, in most part. When people
become more patient, they increase disease control, and general health expenditures. That
translates into higher health capital accumulation, but not monotonically. These dynamics are
consistent with and without learning-by-controlling except that medical expenditures first decline
under a model without learning-by controlling and health capital accumulation declines starting
from the discount rate of 0.2 under the model without learning-by controlling. With learning-bycontrolling the output share of disease control, first decreases then increases for a low discount
rate. It will eventually fall for low output values. However, without learning-by-controlling, the
output share of disease control, first increases, then decreases; and returns to an increasing
pattern for low output level and discount rate. The output share of medical expenditures first
increases (decrease) in the model without learning-by-controlling, then decreases(increases) for
low output level and discount rate.
For decreasing discount rate, the fraction of the recovered first decreases and then
increases, without learning-by-controlling; stays unaffected before jumping under leaning-bycontrolling for the discount rate below 0.1. Without learning-by controlling, the fraction of the
susceptible first decreases before increasing for discount rate value below 0.2. With learning-bycontrolling, the fraction of the susceptible increases, then starts falling when the fraction of the
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recovered picks up for the discount rate below 0.1. The resulting dynamics in an increase of the
labor supply as discount rate diminishes before decreasing for discount rate value below 0.1, in
the model with learning-by-controlling. However, labor supply first decreases in the model
without learning-by-controlling and then increases for the discount rate below 0.1. Since health
capital is the source of effective labor, it follows that the labor supply increases for decreasing
discount rate and below 0.1 in the model with learning-by-controlling and decreases in the model
without learning-by-controlling. Nevertheless, the labor supply change is not monotone for all
decreasing discount rate.
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Figure 3.5a: Change in Economic Variable as the Discount Rate Changes
(Disease-Free)

Figure 3.5b: Change in Economic Variable as the Discount Rate Changes
(Endemic): Model With Learning-by-controlling
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Figure 3.5c: Change in Economic Variable as the Discount Rate Changes
(Endemic): Model Without Learning-by-controlling
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The comparative statics allow us to study the properties of the steady states of the
economy for varying discount rate. Although it is common to assume linear change at
equilibrium, findings indicate non-linearities in the change of steady states, highlighting the role
of endogenous change in health expenditures and disease control, even in the context of
permanent acquired immunity. Therefore, the non-linearity may be important in understanding
the behavior of the model. As pointed by Goenka et al., (2014), the linearity assumption
underlying the empirical works of the effects of diseases on economies (Acemoglu and Johnson,
2007; Ashraf et al., 2009; Bloom et al., 2009; Young, 2005) might not hold.
Beyond the possibility of studying the change of the output share of medical expenditures
as discount rate varies, the model allows us to consider a change of the output share of disease
control as discount rate changes. Precisely, the output share of disease control expenses increases
as the lifespan increases in an economy. The findings in the literature that technological advance,
economic growth, institutional change, and other factors are determinant in the health
expenditures could gain in consistency and deeper understanding of the dynamics by also
considering the effect of the discount rate on disease control. Therefore, the modeling of the
dynamics of economics under an invasion of diseases may bring about insights on the impacts of
the diseases on economies and guide disease preparedness, responsiveness and policies that
address them. That is particularly relevant in the countries where infectious diseases make up an
essential share of disease burden.
7. Conclusions
This paper develops a model that allows a two-way interaction between disease dynamics, where
infected acquire permanent immunity, and economic dynamics that relies on a EVD SIR
epidemiology model and a one-sector growth model. Although the disease dynamics make the
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optimization problem non-concave, Goenka et al. (2014) have shown that certain optimality
conditions are met, and local solutions exist. The paper contributes to the literature on
simultaneous modeling of economic and epidemiology dynamics by 1) adding learning-bycontrolling disease where acquired immunity does not wane and 2) clearly distinguishing
between general health expenditures and disease control expenditures.
We calibrate both the epidemiology and the two-way interaction model (epidemiology
and economic dynamics) and simulate results that allow an understanding of how the discount
rate could affect the steady states of economic variables. Such an analysis is essential to
understand whether and how factors, other than economic growth, technology, and institutional
change could affect decisions to control a disease. In the economy, there is a disease-free steady
state that is parameter-free and an endemic steady state that depends on parameter values.
Disease control and health capital accumulation increase for decreasing discount rate. The
pattern of learning-by-controlling, although increasing for a low discount rate, is non-linear and
non-monotone.
Like learning-by-controlling, under the endemic scenario, labor, consumption, output
share of disease control and medical expenditures, medical expenditures, output as well as the
fraction of the susceptible and recovered exhibit non-linearities in equilibrium outcomes that
shed light into the interactions between the dynamics of the economy and disease. The model,
which can be extended to other diseases and categories of health investments and learning-bycontrolling processes, improves diseases and economy dynamics simultaneous modeling that
could bring about insights on impacts of the diseases on economies; thus, guiding disease
preparedness and responsiveness and policies that address them in countries that are severely and
recurrently embattled with infectious diseases.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

SM 3.1: System of Equations of Endemic Steady State
0 = “{ − øπ (¿{ )
0 = “{ − ‘{Q Àπ (~{ )
0 = −‘{\ (1 − ™{ − ¨{ )°Q (í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ ) + ‘{c XQ (í{ , ì{ ) − “{
0 = ‘{Q Ÿ≈ + ò − † + (1 − ™{ − ¨{ )⁄ℎ{ ¢ π (ℎ{ ) + ¢(ℎ{ )¤‹
+ ‘{\ [(1 − ™{ − ¨{ )°\ (í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ )] − ‘{a [(1 − ™{ − ¨{ )` π (ℎ{ )]
− “{ P π (ℎ{ )
0 = −‘{Q ℎ{ ¢(ℎ{ ) + ‘{\ [≈
+ °(í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ ) − °(í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ )™{ ] + ‘{a [`(ℎ{ )]
0 = −‘{Q ℎ{ ¢(ℎ{ ) − ‘{\ [°(í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ )™{ ] + ‘{a [≈ + `(ℎ{ )]
0 = ‘{\ [(1 − ™{ − ¨{ )™{ °a (í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ )] + ‘{c [≈ − X\ (í{ , ì{ )]
0 = P(ℎ{ ) − (¿{ + í{ + ~{ )
0 = † − °(í{ , ℎ{ , ì{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ )™{
0 = `(ℎ{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ )
0 = À(~{ ) − [ò + ¢(ℎ{ )(1 − ™{ − ¨{ ) − † ]ℎ{
0 = X(í{ , ì{ )
0 ≤ ™{ ≤ 1
0 ≤ ¨{ ≤ 1
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